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Abstract

Software Testing is an expensive and laborious task among the Verification and Valida-

tion ones. Nevertheless testing is still the main way of assessing the quality of systems under

development. In Model-Based Testing (MBT), test cases are generated automatically from

system models, which provides time and cost reduction. On the other hand, frequently the

size of the generated test suites leads to an unfeasible complete execution. Therefore, some

approaches are used to deal with the costs involved in the test case execution, for example:

Test Case Selection, Test Suite Reduction and the Test Case Prioritization (TCP). In order

to improve resource consumption during system level testing, whereas not eliminating test

cases, we explore TCP in our work. In this doctorate research we address the general prob-

lem of proposing a new order for the execution of system level test cases, specifically the

ones generated through MBT approaches and considering that historical information is not

available to guide this process. As a first step, we evaluate current techniques in this context,

aiming at assessing their strengths and weaknesses. Based on these results, we propose two

TCP techniques: HARP and CRISPy. The former uses indications (hints) provided by devel-

opment team members regarding error prone portions of the system under test, as guidance

for prioritization; the latter clusters test cases in order to add variability to the prioritization.

HARP is based on the adaptive random strategy and explore test cases that cover steps re-

lated to the hints. To validate it, we perform two studies and from them we conclude that,

with good hints, HARP can suggest effective prioritized test suites, provided that one avoid

situations that the hints are not consensual in the development team. On the other hand, we

propose CRISPy to complement HARP, i.e. to apply it when HARP is not indicated. To

validate it we perform three studies and, even being a simple clustering technique, it already

proposes effective prioritized test suites in comparison to current TCP techniques. Besides,

depending on the kind of the test suites, choosing an adequate distance function could be a

tuning step. We detail the implementation of all investigated and proposed techniques, and

publish the artifacts related to the performed empirical studies in a companion site, enabling

researchers to verify and reproduce our findings.

1



Resumo

Teste de Software é uma tarefa cara dentre as de Verificação de Validação. No entanto,

ainda é a mais utilizada para medir a qualidade de sistemas em desenvolvimento. No Teste

Baseado em Modelo (TBM), casos de teste são gerados automaticamente de modelos de

sistema, o que reduz tempo e custos. Por outro lado, frequentemente o tamanho das suites

de teste geradas leva a uma execução completa inviável. Assim, algumas abordagens são

usadas para lidar com os custos da execução dos casos de teste: Seleção de Casos de Teste,

Minimização de suítes de teste e Priorização de Casos de Teste (PCT). Com a finalidade de

melhorar o consumo de recursos durante o teste no nível de sistema, ao mesmo tempo não

eliminando casos de teste no processo, nós exploramos a PCT neste trabalho. Nesta pesquisa

de doutorado abordamos o problema de propor uma nova ordem de execução para casos de

teste de sistema, especificamente os gerados através de abordagens de TBM, considerando

que informação histórica não está disponível para guiar este processo. Como primeiro passo,

avaliamos as técnicas atuais no nosso contexto de pesquisa, com a finalidade de avaliar suas

caracteristicas. Baseado nisto, propomos duas técnicas de PCT: HARP e CRISPy. A primeira

usa indicações de membros do time de desenvolvimento sobre porções suscetíveis a erros (as

ditas dicas), como guia para a priorização; a segunda cria clusters de casos de teste com a

finalidade de adicionar variabilidade a priorização. HARP se baseia na estratégia aleatório-

adaptativa e explora casos de teste que cobrem passos relacionados às dicas. Para validá-la,

executamos dois estudos empíricos e deles, concluimos que, com dicas boas, HARP é capaz

de sugerir sequências de casos de teste efetivas, mas é necessário evitar situações em que

as dicas não são consensuais entre os membros do time de desenvolvimento. Por outro

lado, propomos CRISPy para complementar HARP. Para validá-la, realizamos três estudos

empíricos e, mesmo sendo uma técnica simples de clustering, já consegue propor sequências

de casos de teste efetivas em comparação as outras técnicas investigadas. Além disso, a

depender dos tipos de casos de teste considerados, a escolha de uma função de distância

adequada pode ser um passo de adequação da técnica. Detalhamos a implementação de todas

as técnicas propostas e publicamos todos os artefatos relacionados aos estudos empíricos

realizados em uma página web, o que permite a reprodução dos nossos resultados.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

During software development, the involved personnel produce and maintain a set of re-

sources, including requirement documents, progress reports, source code, and test cases.

Among the activities performed to develop a system, Verification and Validation (V&V)

plays an important role during software development, since it assesses the quality of the

developed software and indicates aspects that could be improved. V&V comprises a set

of activities that project members perform in order to deal with quality and, among them,

Software Testing is often used to decrease the chances of delivering a buggy product and to

increase the quality of software artifacts. Therefore, a great deal of a project’s budget and

resources is often devoted to V&V tasks [78].

During testing, testers execute the System Under Testing (SUT) providing a set of con-

trolled inputs and check the respective outputs, looking for errors, anomalies, and/or non-

functional information [78]. Although widely used and extensively studied, software testing

is known to be costly. Beizer [6], Ammann and Offutt [2] point that testing alone can con-

sume nearly 50% of a project’s budget. Therefore, research has been conducted aiming at

reducing the costs related to software testing.

A system can be tested in different levels of abstraction (or granularity) [78]: unit testing

focuses on verifying individual and small units, e.g. functions/procedures or even entire

classes; component testing deals with the interaction of several units, when they provide and

consume services to and from each other; system testing considers all (or some) components

in a system as a whole, checking whether they meet their original objectives. On top of

that, Myers [56] argues that the high level of abstraction that the SUT is faced makes system

3
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testing the most difficult level of testing. Therefore, by its characteristics, this testing level

is essentially behavioral or black-box, which means that inner structures of the SUT code,

such as iterative and conditional commands, are not explicitly taken into consideration.

In this scenario, Model-Based Testing (MBT) [83] has been researched as an alternative

to the traditional testing. It uses models describing the system behavior to automatically

perform test case generation. Among the main advantages of using MBT, we can list [83]: i)

time and cost reduction - automation is one of the pillars of MBT, which helps the software

development team to save time and resources when building testing artifacts; and ii) artifacts

soundness - as test artifacts are derived from system models, MBT decreases the chances of

creating erroneous artifacts.

Due to the characteristics of most test case generation algorithms used in MBT, which are

based on graph search algorithms, such as depth-first and breadth-first search, generated test

suites tend to be massive, which may jeopardize the test case management task [83]. To cope

with the size and feasibility of the test suites, which also affects other research fields such

as regression testing, a number of techniques have been presented in the literature. Most of

them can be classified into three approaches [88]: Test Case Selection [11,29,31], Test Suite

Reduction or Minimization [16, 74], and Test Case Prioritization (TCP) [22, 38, 43].

Test case selection aims at guiding model-based test case generation in order to control

more strictly the model portions that are going to be tested, reducing the number of generated

test cases [83]. However, the same term is also applied in the code-based testing context; here

a technique selects a subset of the test cases to be scheduled for execution, according to a

resource limitation, such as available execution time or even a certain share of the available

test suite [25, 31]. Note that, even though both applications are essentially different, they

have the same objective, which is to reduce the number of test cases to be executed. In

turn, test suite reduction focus on defining a subset of test cases from the original suite, but

keeping a set of test requirements that is also satisfied by the original test suite. However,

one of the downsides of using them is that there is a chance of discarding test cases that

unveil faults uniquely [36].

Therefore, in some scenarios, both test case selection or reduction may fall short on

proposing an effective smaller test suite that still reveals all faults that the original test suite

would unveil. On the other hand, the TCP problem suggests determining a permutation
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that minimizes an evaluation function, defined according to a prioritization objective [22].

As a direct consequence, a TCP technique does not eliminate test cases from the original

test suite; instead, it helps to wisely consume resources with the most relevant ones [70].

By not discarding test cases, TCP is flexible, since it allows the tester to decide how many

test cases are going to be run, even without knowing how much resource – such as time,

testers and hardware – are available in advance. This decision is often delayed until the test

cases are finally executed and taken according to projects’ aspects, such as budget and/or

delivery time, and so on. Besides, TCP is complementary to test case selection and test suite

reduction, allowing a test manager to apply TCP uniquely or on a suite already reduced.

Thus, TCP has been widely studied, and it is also faced as a good alternative to address the

“high cost of testing” problem.

Both code-based and model-based test suites can be prioritized using TCP tech-

niques [46]. Rothermel et al. [71] proposed a classification for TCP techniques, with respect

to the kind of artifacts they use as input:

• TCP applied to regression testing relies on the assumption that the system already

evolved and there is access to the modification history of artifacts, such as model/code

fault reports [76, 88]. Regression TCP techniques rely mainly on information from

previous testing execution, such as fault reports of previous executions regarding the

available test cases, and code/model modifications. In this work, when we mention

historical information from this point on, we refer to the aforementioned kind of

information;

• General TCP, on the other hand, is the term used to refer to techniques that do not

make this same assumption [12], i.e. they just deal with artifacts related to the current

version of the software, or even the first one.

The research regarding regression TCP is mature and it already has several verified and

replicated findings [54]. On the other hand, in the same research Lu et al. argue that cur-

rent TCP techniques present significant variations on early fault detection capability in the

presence of new test cases. Even though the knowledge available in the regression testing is

useful to leverage TCP, they may not be available, for example, during the initial iteration
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of system testing, since test cases have never been executed before, or whether the develop-

ment team does not maintain properly these artifacts, due to the costs associated or lack of

organization. Therefore, further investigation is needed to better understand this context.

Therefore, we focus on the general TCP problem in the system testing context, con-

sidering test suites generated through MBT approaches, and assuming that historical

information from previous testing executions is not available. As direct consequence, re-

gression and code-based testing is out of our scope. Besides, Another important detail is that,

due to the available formal background and its flexibility, we use Labeled Transition Systems

(LTS) as our main way to model systems’ behavior (we discuss it further in Section 2.2.1).

1.1 Problem Statement and Proposed Solutions

The execution of a TCP technique usually involves some constructs, as described in Fig-

ure 1.1; it takes as input a set of test cases and suggests a new order for them, potentially

using complementary information to leverage this process. The main constructs are the ones

directly linked to the TCP technique, which are the test suite and other complementary in-

formation. Since the construct test suite is the main object of study of the whole software

testing activity and it is directly linked to the TCP technique, we should understand how is

the relationship between them before proposing any new technique.

TCP Technique

Test Suite

Test Case
Generation

Application
Model

Complementary 
Information

Prioritized
Test Suite

Observation
regarding

effectiveness

✓
Good Result

✗
Bad Result

Figure 1.1: Execution of an MBT TCP technique.

Another aspect of our context that affects the test suites and, in turn the TCP technique,

is the test case generation in MBT. Given that we just have one kind of model in this thesis,

we use a single test case generation algorithm to keep this aspect as neutral as possible in our

research. On the other hand, the system model needs to be investigated, since test suites are
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generated from them and they vary their characteristics according to the behavior of different

systems.

To model the system behavior, one can represent different changes of control flow by

branches, joins and loops: branches represent changes in control flow triggered by condi-

tions; joins represent the junction of different control flows into a single one; and loops

represent the repetition of steps. Since these three elements define the layout of an LTS and

affect characteristics of generated test cases, such as number, length and redundancy, we

study them in order to understand their effect on TCP techniques.

Furthermore, other aspect that interact with a TCP technique is more evident in experi-

mental environments; when a TCP technique produces a prioritized test suite, its success is

usually measured by “how soon” it detects the faults able to be detected by the test suite. To

do so, we also should understand how TCP techniques interact with the test cases that fail,

provided that if a technique supposes that a particular kind of test case must have priority

over others, it could lead to better or poorer results.

To illustrate how TCP techniques may be affected by different characteristics of test cases

that fail, consider a fictitious system that implements login and password verification. We

discuss modeling and test case generation processes afterwards (Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2),

but for now, just consider the test suite from Table 1.1; observe that the test cases contain

steps (second column), whose labels’ prefixes identify their meaning: “C -” represents a

condition to be met by the system; “S -” denotes a user input; and “R -” represents an

expected result that the system must provide. Moreover, assume that after a tester executes

the referred test cases, only the scenario that represents the successful login fails, in other

words, TC1 fails.

Table 1.1: Test suite that tests a simple login and password verification system.

Label Steps Size

TC1 C - Show the login/password screen → S - Fill the login field → R -

Check if the login is valid→ C - Valid login→ S - Fill the password

field→ R - Check if the login and password match→ C - match→ R

- Show the main screen of the system

8

It continues on the next page
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Table 1.1: Test suite that tests a simple login and password verification system.

Label Steps Size

TC2 C - Show the login/password screen → S - Fill the login field → R -

Check if the login is valid→ C - Valid login→ S - Fill the password field

→ R - Check if the login and password match→ C - do not match→ R -

Show error message: “Login and password do not match”→ S - Fill the

login field→ R - Check if the login is valid→ C - Valid login→ S - Fill

the password field→ R - Check if the login and password match→ C -

match→ R - Show the main screen of the system

15

TC3 C - Show the login/password screen → S - Fill the login field → R -

Check if the login is valid→ C - Valid login→ S - Fill the password field

→ R - Check if the login and password match→ C - do not match→ R -

Show error message: “Login and password do not match”→ S - Fill the

login field→ R - Check if the login is valid→ C - Valid login→ S - Fill

the password field→ R - Check if the login and password match→ C -

do not match → R - Show error message: “Login and password do not

match”

15

TC4 C - Show the login/password screen → S - Fill the login field → R -

Check if the login is valid→ C - Valid login→ S - Fill the password field

→ R - Check if the login and password match→ C - do not match→ R -

Show error message: “Login and password do not match”→ S - Fill the

login field → R - Check if the login is valid → C - Invalid login → R -

Show error message: “Login not found”

12

TC5 C - Show the login/password screen → S - Fill the login field → R -

Check if the login is valid→ C - Invalid login→ R - Show error message:

“Login not found”→ S - Fill the login field→ R - Check if the login is

valid→ C - Valid login→ S - Fill the password field→ R - Check if the

login and password match→ C - match→ R - Show the main screen of

the system

12

It continues on the next page
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Table 1.2: Test cases order produced by the greedy and reverse-greedy techniques for the

test suite from Table 1.1.

Technique Test cases sequence

greedy TC2, TC4, TC6, TC3, TC5, TC1, TC7

reverse-greedy TC1, TC7, TC4, TC7, TC3, TC6, TC2

Table 1.1: Test suite that tests a simple login and password verification system.

Label Steps Size

TC6 C - Show the login/password screen → S - Fill the login field → R -

Check if the login is valid→ C - Invalid login→ R - Show error message:

“Login not found”→ S - Fill the login field→ R - Check if the login is

valid → C - Valid login → S - Fill the password field → R - Check if

the login and password match → C - do not match → R - Show error

message: “Login and password do not match”

12

TC7 C - Show the login/password screen → S - Fill the login field → R -

Check if the login is valid→ C - Invalid login→ R - Show error message:

“Login not found”→ S - Fill the login field→ R - Check if the login is

valid→ C - Invalid login→ R - Show error message: “Login not found”

9

Then, suppose the application of two basic prioritization techniques, considering test case

size (the third column, labeled “Size”, in Table 1.1) as the test requirement and fault detection

as prioritization goal: i) greedy, which chooses iteratively test cases with the highest number

of steps and ii) reverse-greedy, which chooses iteratively test cases with the lowest number

of steps. By applying these two techniques, we can obtain the orders presented in Table 1.2.

Note that greedy places the failure represented by TC1 near to the end of the sequence – a

poor result for a TCP technique. On the other hand, reverse-greedy places the failure in the

first position – conversely, a desirable behavior for a prioritization technique. TC1 has the

fewest number of steps along with TC7.

In this example, it is fairly easy to identify the factor that has influenced the results.

However, for more sophisticated techniques and more complex test suites, it is not always

obvious to identify all factors involved and how each particular technique can be affected by
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them. To make TCP techniques applicable in practice, it is important to understand why one

is more successful than other. Is the amount of steps in a test case the only factor to uncover

fails first? Or are there more factors that influence the results?

Thus, our research problem is to propose an execution order for system level model-

based test suites, taking into consideration factors that could affect this result, aiming to

detect faults as soon as possible, leading to a better use of resources during testing.

In this work we investigate factors that affect TCP techniques in our research context [65].

We have evaluated whether the amount of test cases that fail, the model layout (represented

by the amount of branches, joins, and loops) and characteristics of test cases that fail (if

they traverse many or few branches, joins, or loops) affect the ability of revealing faults

of a set of TCP techniques. We have set up three different empirical studies to evaluate

these factors and we have discovered that the model layout does not affect significantly the

techniques. However, the characteristics of the test cases that fail, specifically the amount of

branches/steps they exercise, affect the investigated techniques. Therefore, it is important to

explore different sources of information to leverage TCP and exploring other strategies than

the ones investigated in the referred study. We discuss these findings in more details and a

replication using industrial artifacts in Chapter 3.

Disregarding whatever previous information about faults and failures of the system may

be available, most of the prioritization techniques are based on information about system

models, test suites, or even the SUT code. Other source of information is the expertise of

team members [82, 89] and other metrics from the development process, for example cus-

tomer priority scores, and the occurrence of risk factors (such as loss of power, unauthorized

user access or slow throughput) [79]. Note that considering the expertise of team members

could be costly, since it would require much interaction [89]. Whereas this expertise may be

valuable to indicate the occurrence of faults, one should be aware of the circumstances that

it could be misleading, i.e. if there is no consensus among the team members, it could be

more valuable not using this expertise.

Therefore, we proposed a simple process of collecting expertise of team members, such

as developers and managers, about portions of the system they work on, and encoding it as

what we named hints. They are indications that may point to the faults locations, such as

portions of the system that some developer considered hard to implement, that uses some
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external and/or unreliable library, or that suffered a schedule shortening. Besides, in order to

use these hints, we proposed a technique called Hint-based Adaptive Random Prioritization

(HARP). It is based on the adaptive random strategy and takes into account the hints to

suggest a new order for the input test cases. In our evaluation, HARP showed potential to

suggest more effective test suites, in comparison with the original adaptive random priori-

tization technique [38]. On the other hand, HARP may be negatively affected by hints that

do not point to potential problems. Trying to reduce the occurrence of these scenarios, we

suggest using hints just when there is consensus among the team members.

In order to provide a complementary solution, indicated to the circumstances that we sug-

gest not using hints, we explore another kind of strategy to solve TCP. As an example of a

more refined strategy, clustering has been recently explored in the TCP literature [24,30,89].

Since it is essentially based on the notion of distance, also being explored in recent re-

search [25], we can apply it without relying on historical information, which is the main

aspect of our research context. Thereby, we proposed a second technique called ClusteRIng

for System test case Prioritization (CRISPy). Our evaluation suggests that it is a good com-

plement to HARP, since it is effective in comparison to others techniques that also do not

take into consideration specialists’ expertise.

In the next section we discuss our research questions and the methods applied to answer

them.

1.2 Research Questions and Methodology

We designed our research to explore the aforementioned aspects, through the following ques-

tions:

(RQ1) Does the model layout, represented by the number of branches, joins, and

loops, affect the fault detection capabilities of the prioritization techniques in

the investigated context?

Many elements interact during the execution of an MBT TCP technique, such as: the

system model, the technique itself and human intervention (if required). These elements

may cause influence on the operation and on the result of a prioritization technique. Since
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test cases are generated from system models in an MBT approach, the layout of this model

affects directly the set of test cases and also may affect the performance of the techniques.

(RQ2) Do characteristics of test cases that fail affect the fault detection capabil-

ities of prioritization techniques in the investigated context?

As introduced by the previous research question, the conjunction of different factors may

influence the performance of prioritization techniques. Characteristics of test cases that fail

may privilege some techniques and jeopardize the performance of others, in other words,

particularities of each technique could make them sensitive to different characteristics of test

cases that fail. To evaluate that, we categorized faults and the related failures according to

different characteristics and performed experiments with TCP techniques measuring their

fault detection capability across different categories.

(RQ3) How can we systematize and collect expertise from the developers or/and

managers, and use it to leverage Test Case Prioritization in the defined context,

aiming to reveal faults sooner in the testing process?

Intending to incorporate the expertise of the development team in the prioritization pro-

cess, we defined a process based on use case documents to collect indications from devel-

opers and managers (the called hints), related to functionalities more prone to fail. In turn,

HARP uses these hints as a layer of guidance during its operation.

(RQ4) How can we prioritize test suites, even when the expertise available is not

enough to guide TCP, i.e. what to do when this expertise would hinder instead

of being useful?

Based on the results obtained on recent researches, clustering is effective on representing

the similarity between test cases. Therefore, as a complementary strategy, we proposed

CRISPy aiming at gathering similar test cases and sampling them in order to reveal faults

sooner during test execution.
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1.2.1 Research Methodology

In order to answer these research questions, we conducted our research using a variety of

investigation strategies, as depicted on the roadmap in Figure 1.2. The first main step was a

literature review about the current techniques able to be used in our context. Besides some

techniques designed directly for MBT, other general techniques that make weak assumptions

about artifacts were adapted to our context. This task gave us an overview about what kinds

of techniques were available.

TIME

Initial TCP 
Techniques

Inspection of Current 
TCP Techniques

Effect of the 
Model Layout

Effect of Characteristics 
of Test Cases that Fail

HARP

Literature Review

Technique Proposition

Questionnaire

Case Study

Experiment

Hint Quality

Comparison Between 
HARP's Baseline

Interview with 
Developers 

and Managers

Clustering on
TCP 

CRISPy

Tuning Potential

Comparison Involving 
CRISPy

Investigation on Relevant Factors
(Chapter 3)

Using Expertise on TCP
(Chapter 4)

Clustering on TCP
(Chapter 5)

Satisfatory?

Yes

No

Final Analysis

Figure 1.2: Overall flow of activities, artifacts and research lines.

In order to build our common ground regarding our operational environment, we imple-

mented the techniques able to perform on the same set of premises as our scope definition,

evaluation metrics, and the entire structure to collect and parse test suites and fault reports.
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Then we carried out an exploratory case study comparing the aforementioned techniques, in

order to have the first impressions on how they perform with industrial and academic arti-

facts. From that point, we realized the need for a deeper investigation about important factors

that could affect the investigated techniques.

We performed that investigation on important factors resorting to artificial and industrial

artifacts, always isolating as much as possible the involved factors on experiments, but every

study still presented limitations, which were mitigated in a subsequent one. Even though

we already have evidence supporting our claims, other factors remain to be studied and this

research line is still open to contributions. Our findings encouraged us to use the expertise of

team members as leverage for TCP in our context as hints, trying to avoid the downsides of

current techniques; therefore we designed and implemented HARP. Its evaluation consisted

of an experiment on the effect of hint’s quality, followed by an iteration of refinement, and

a case study using actual hints from development teams, collected through a questionnaire,

comparing HARP to its baseline. Among the findings in this last study, we found out that

there are circumstances that we should avoid using HARP, such as when hints do not point

to faults, which is hard to avoid but we try to address it by collecting hints from people that

actually worked/developed the use case in question, or when the hints could misguide HARP

by the lack of consensus among the team members.

Investigating different strategies recently applied to solve TCP problem in our context,

such as neural networks, clustering and genetic algorithms, we identified clustering as a

good candidate to complement HARP, in other words, to be used in situations where HARP

is not indicated. It is a good candidate because it is simple to implement and understand, at

the same time, it represents clearly the notion of resemblance among elements in general,

which is important to introduce variability. Then we designed and implemented CRISPy as

a technique that clusters test cases to improve variability in TCP; its validation comprised a

comparative case study involving a diverse selection of TCP techniques, including another

clustering technique, which follows a different strategy; an experiment aiming at revealing

CRISPy’s tuning capabilities by varying clustering configuration parameters; and a compar-

ison between HARP and CRISPy, illustrating their potential for complementation.

There is a clear relationship between the three vertical lanes depicted in Figure 1.2 and

our main contributions, which we detail in the next section.
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1.3 Contributions

We present several contributions throughout this document, but at this point, we highlight:

1. Our empirical investigation regarding the important factors that affects TCP tech-

niques, including planning, data analysis scripts, and results;

2. A systematic procedure to collect indications from developers and/or managers,

about error prone regions of use cases; and HARP, as a technique that use these indi-

cations;

3. CRISPy, as a TCP technique based on Agglomerative Hierarchic Clustering (AHC),

able to operate when it is not indicated to use HARP;

4. Our empirical investigation regarding both HARP and CRISPy, also including plan-

ning, data analysis scripts, and results.

Besides, we developed a companion website to store artifacts related to our studies. It

contains enough details to leverage the repetition of all of our studies by others researchers;

it is available at https://goo.gl/Tz7Jpx.

1.4 Chapter Final Remarks

This introduction presented an overview of our entire research. Further, we discuss details

about every research step in a dedicated chapter, according to the following organization.

Chapter 2 covers the main subjects involved in this research, such as software testing,

model-based testing and the system modeling activity, and test case prioritization. Chapter 3

reports a sequence of studies investigating the effect of some factors on the performance

of current TCP techniques. Chapter 4 details how to collect hints from the development

team and to use them to provide another layer of guidance to the prioritization process,

the HARP algorithm itself, and its evaluation. Chapter 5 describes design considerations

about CRISPy, its algorithm, and the empirical investigation about its efficacy. Chapter 6

reviews the literature around the TCP problem, discussing the current findings and trends,

and relating the proposed techniques with the context investigated in this thesis. Finally,
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Chapter 7 discusses our conclusions about the whole research and points paths for future

research.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides the foundations about the topics covered in this research. The main

topic approached here is Software Testing. This activity in the software development pro-

cess might focus on the source code of the system under development or even in models that

represent system’s behavior [83]. From the model-based point of view, there is the particu-

larity of modeling the behavior of a system and the automation of test case generation, which

provides the test suites that exercise the system under development.

Some approaches are executed during software testing aiming to improve resource con-

sumption; in our research, we focus on TCP, which contributes by seeking to satisfy sooner

some quality criterion. Techniques apply different strategies to solve the TCP problem and

we detail several of them used during our investigation. Furthermore, in order to investigate

and evaluate these techniques we must use a systematic and empirical approach. Empiri-

cal Software Engineering focuses on answering research questions based on observing the

objects of study, testing hypotheses, and analyzing them using statistical methods.

2.1 Software Testing

In software development processes, there are some tasks that aim to assess the quality of

the product being developed, whose objectives are: to verify if the software satisfies the

client’s needs, a concept named validation, and to evaluate the outputs provided by the

software against the ones defined in its specification document, which is the concept of

verification [68, 78]. In current development processes, the majority of efforts to assess

17
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the quality of the developed systems are applied on verification tasks, more specifically on

Software Testing [78].

There are some definitions of software testing in the literature, but we can synthesize

them in the following ones:

• According to Myers [56], software testing is the process of executing a program aiming

to find errors;

• Craig and Jaskiel [17] state that software testing is a concurrent process in the life

cycle of the Software Engineering, and focus on measuring and improving the quality

of the system being tested.

The former one is simpleminded, in the sense that it affirms that the unique objective

of testing is to find problems in the developed program. It is possible to obtain much more

information with the test case execution, hence the later definition is more accepted for being

more complete and in line with the current software development processes. Thus, the later

one is broadly accepted in the literature by its completeness and alignment with the current

software development processes.

The basic unit of the whole software testing activity is the Test Case (TC) [68]. Shortly,

software testing techniques aim to select which test cases will be executed, exercising the

SUT. Thereby, a test case comprises [41]:

• Inputs

– preconditions: conditions that hold prior to the test execution;

– steps: the inputs that exercise the system;

• Outputs

– postconditions: conditions that hold after the execution of the test case;

– expected results: the responses (numeric, textual, files) that the SUT must pro-

duce.

A test case that executes and provokes a wrong or unexpected output is part of the process

of correcting the SUT. According to Jorgensen [41], an error, is when a person makes a
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mistake while specifying or coding the system. The fault is the representation of the error in

the artifact in question, and the failure is when a fault executes and an unexpected behavior

of the system is observed. As an example of the application of the aforementioned concepts,

consider that a developer makes an error and puts a wrong number in the source code. Then,

a tester develops a test case that executes the fault, and the system produces a result different

from the expected, thus the failure arises.

Regarding the awareness of internal details of the SUT, authors classify testing methods

as [17, 41, 56, 78]:

• Functional or Black Box: the test that is based on the view where a system is con-

sidered as a function, which receives a set of values and produces a result. The black

box notion comes from the “lack of visibility” with respect to the details of internal

structures of the SUT, thus the tester just takes into account the inputs and the expected

outputs;

• Structural or White Box: the test that is designed with full knowledge and awareness of

SUT’s internal structures. Jorgensen [41] suggests the metaphor of clear box, instead

of white box, because the ability of “seeing inside the box”.

None of these methods are better than the other, because they have different applica-

tion contexts; instead, they are complementary. If the testing will be executed in a lower

abstraction level element, as a class or a method, considering the conditional and iterative

commands, the structural test is often applied. On the other hand, when considering elements

with greater abstraction level, e.g. a component or even the whole system, taking into ac-

count the proposed results and their functionalities, the functional test is more indicated [7].

In Functional testing methods, test cases might be produced even before the software be

developed, because they are based on the system’s requirements [7]. These documents spec-

ify the requirements that the system must meet and, depending on the kind of development

process, they are available since when the developers begin to code the particular require-

ment. If these documents are expressed using a formal, or even semi-formal language, they

might provide some automation for the ST process, reducing costs and efforts. This premise

is the basis for the subject of the next section, the model-based testing approach.
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2.2 Model-Based Testing

MBT, is a functional testing approach that uses system models to conduct the activities of the

testing process, for instance test case generation or evaluation of the acquired results from

the execution [20]. According to Utting and Legeard [83], MBT is the automation of the

design of functional tests.

Then, what is a model? According to Utting and Legeard [83], a model is a smaller

representation of the system that will be developed, but it must be detailed enough to contain

accurate descriptions about system’s characteristics. Pezzè and Young [66] further state that

a model must provide enough details for test case generation, as we will discuss later.

The general MBT process, depicted in Figure 2.1, begins by modeling (Step 1) the sys-

tem based on its requirements. There are several notations to represent requirements, such

as UML diagrams, State Machine Diagrams, Petri Nets or LTSs. We discuss the modeling

activity in Section 2.2.1. Besides the aforementioned benefits, MBT also provides a way to

support communication with clients.

In Step 2, the generation of test cases takes place. To do so, algorithms mainly based on

graph search, usually depth-first search, traverse automatically the previously created model.

The product of the generation process is a set of test cases, in other words, the test suite.

At this point, this test suite is ready for manual execution, relying on the interpretation of

the tester. However, in order to execute a generated test suite automatically, it should be

augmented with more information, such as input data, extra code to adapt it to the SUT, and

information about verdicts, through the concretization (Step 3).

Both kinds of test execution produce reports containing the reported faults and failures,

i.e. test cases that reveal these faults, as result and regardless the kind of execution, testers

still need to analyze (Step 4) these results, e.g. which portions of the SUT need debugging

or refactoring for correcting faults.

In this thesis, we focus on manual test case execution, therefore, all studies we performed

consider manually executed test suites, which means that our results are just valid to this

context; besides, we do not discuss in detail test case concretization, since it is out of our

scope.

Although all the benefits already discussed, MBT has limitations. It requires more exper-
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Figure 2.1: Activity flow of the Model-Based Testing process.

tise of the tester comparing with the manual testing process, since in order to generate good

models, the tester must know in details every system requirement to be modeled, as well as

the model notation. Thus, the quality of test suites is directly proportional to the quality of

the models [83].

2.2.1 Modeling a System’s Behavior

To model the behavior of a system is a way of expressing its execution flows. The first

decision is to define the abstraction level of the model, in other words, which details of the

SUT will be exposed/omitted [83]. In our work, since we focus on system testing, we deal

with a higher abstraction level, detailing just the functionalities of the system, omitting inner

control structures (iterative and conditional commands), as a functional testing strategy.

The next step is to select the kind of notation. There are some kinds of notation/languages

to express models [83]:

• State-Based: the system is represented as a set of variables, whose values define its

state. The operations over variables are stated through pre and post conditions. As ex-

ample, we cite UML Object Constraint Language (OCL) and Java Modeling Language

(JML);
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• Transition-Based: when the system changes its behavior, a transition is used to repre-

sent this change. Typically, it uses a graphical notation of nodes and arcs, e.g. UML

state machine and activity diagram, input/output automata and LTS;

• History-Based: the system is represented as a set of valid traces of its behavior over

time. Some notions of time might be considered, as continuous/discrete or points/in-

tervals, implying different temporal logics. As examples, we can list the System De-

scription Language (SDL) and UML Sequence Diagrams;

• Functional: the system is represented as a set of mathematical functions, which pro-

vides support for theorem proofing. Normally it is more abstract and harder to write

than other notations and it is not widely used in the MBT context;

• Operational: it describes the system as a set of executable and potentially parallel

processes. It tends to be used to model protocols and distributed systems. As example,

we can cite Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) with an algebraic notation,

and Petri Nets with a graphical representation;

• Statistical: it describes a system by a probabilistic model of its inputs and events. It is

used more often to model environment instead of systems itself. As example, we can

refer to Markov chains;

• Data-Flow: it concentrates on the data flow through the SUT, rather than the control

flow. As example, there is the Matlab Simulink with their block notations.

The Transition-Based kind of notation is widely used because of its visual representation,

availability of supporting tools, and it is best for control-flow representation [83]. In our

research, we use LTS as our model representation. An LTS is defined in terms of states and

labeled transitions linking them. Formally, an LTS is a 4-tuple < S,L, T, s0 >, where [19]:

• S is a non-empty and finite set of states;

• L is a finite set of labels;

• T ⊆ SxLxS is a set of triples, the transition relation;

• s0 is the initial state.
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The LTS, besides this algebraic representation, might be presented graphically and the

elements are depicted in Figure 2.2. In the figure, we can see the composition of the elements

of the formal definition: S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, L = {a, b, c, d, e}, T = {< 1, a, 2 >,<

2, b, 3 >,< 1, c, 4 >,< 4, d, 5 >,< 4, e, 6 >} and s0 = 1.

Figure 2.2: Elements of an LTS: The circles represent the states, the arrows represent the

transitions and the state with an arrow without source, is the initial one.

To model a system using this notation, one may represent user steps, system responses,

and system conditions as transition’s labels. To represent a condition or decision, it is nec-

essary to branch the state and add a transition representing each alternative. For the sake

of notation, the transition label has reserved prefixes: i) “S - ” for user steps; ii) “R - ” for

system responses; and iii) “C - ” for conditions. It is also possible to represent the junction

of more than one flow and loops. In the context of our work, we use LTS to model use cases.

A use case may present three kinds of flows: i) base, describing the most common use sce-

nario that is completed successfully; ii) alternative, defining a user’s alternative behavior or a

different way that the user has to do something; and iii) exception, specifying the occurrence

of an error returned by the system.

Figure 2.3 contains an example of a use case that verifies login and password, already

discussed previously, modeled as an LTS, comprising one base and two exception flows. The

first transition represents the initial action of the system, which is when the system shows

its main screen. It can be interpreted as an initial condition for the operation of the system.

In the next action, the user must fill in the login field and the following action, the system

verifies if the filled login is valid. Depending on the validity of the provided login, the

execution follows two different paths, expressed by the branch state labeled as “4”. If the
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login is invalid, a loop step that shows an error message takes the execution flow back to the

action of filling the login field; otherwise, the user must fill in the password field. Then, the

system verifies if the provided login and password match; if they match, the system shows

its main screen, otherwise it shows another error message and also takes the execution flow

back to the state labeled as “2”.

Note that, if one traverses this LTS, it would follow the possible scenarios for this use

case, involving the interaction with a user and possible system responses, which is what

happens on test case generation.

1

2

C - Show the login screen

3

S - Fill the login field

4

R - Check if the login is valid

5 6

C - Valid login C - Invalid login

7

8

9 10

C - match C - do not match

11

R - Show an 
error message: 
“Login not 
found”

R - Show an 
error message: 

“Login and 
password do not 

match”

S - Fill the password field

R - Check if the login and password match

R - Show the main screen

Figure 2.3: The LTS model representing the behavior of a login/password system.

2.2.2 Generating Test Cases

The test case generation step takes as input the specification model. The algorithm that

effectively generates the test cases varies depending on the type of the notation that the

system was modeled. Considering the usage of LTS in our work, generating test cases is

equivalent to traverse the model using an algorithm of search in graphs, i.e. Depth-Search
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First - DFS or Breadth-First Search - BFS. DFS is widely used instead of BFS due to its

simplicity of implementation, using a recursive structure [14].

Formally, specifying the concept of test case presented in Section 2.1, a test case

tc = (l1, l2, · · · , ln) is a sequence of n labels, which represent model elements. Each li

is a label representing user steps to be performed, expected results that the system must

present for a given input, or conditions to be met before (precondition), during, and after

(postcondition) the test case’s execution. Note that, since the label comes from the model

as result of its traversing, it already contains the prefix that indicates the kind of element

it represents, as discussed in the previous section. Therefore, a test suite is a set of test

cases, which means that all elements are unique and their order is not defined. Using the

example model in Figure 2.2, a simple generation process would generate three test cases,

TS = {(a, b), (c, d), (c, e)}.

A test case is a path calculated by the effect of traversing the LTS from its initial state.

By using this notion, just a single loop transition would lead to the problem of the infinite

test suite [83] and because of that, the algorithm must be equipped with a coverage criterion.

Coverage criteria are ways to delimit the aspects of the model that the generation algorithm

should consider, representing the intent of the testing and avoiding the infinite generation of

test cases, acting as a stop criteria [2]. We can enumerate a list of coverage criteria types:

• Structural Coverage: the criteria are associated with the coverage of structural ele-

ments of the model, e.g. to cover every state/transition of the LTS or traverse each

loop just once;

• Requirement Coverage: it is used to specify that the test suite must cover every test

requirement, e.g. the generated test suite must cover every mention to a specific set of

functionalities;

• Test Purpose: it defines which portions of the model must be explored and it is also

known as explicit test case definition [35].

In order to increase the number of covered scenarios, we consider a test case as a path

from the initial state of the LTS, either to another one with no child or a to another one that

satisfies the stop criteria. In our research, we used a simple test case generation algorithm.
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We used a DFS implementation to traverse the LTS recording the paths from its initial state,

equipped with a structural coverage criterion called all-n-loop-paths [15, 83], which states

that the algorithm should keep exploring the LTS until a loop be covered at most n times.

As a way of keeping a balance between expressing some degree of repetition due to loop

transitions on generated test cases, and still generating a feasible number of test cases, we

considered n = 2 for our studies.

As an example, we generated the test suite discussed in Section 1.1 using this algorithm.

For the sake of visualization, we bring the test suite here again, in Table 2.1. Note that, for

instance, TC3 traverses twice the loop where the password for the provided login does not

match. When the algorithm detects that it is traversing this loop for the second time, the

exploration does not proceed, it stores the path as a test case, and it backtracks to the next

path.

Table 2.1: Test suite generated from the LTS depicted in Figure 2.3.

Label Steps

TC1 C - Show the login/password screen→ S - Fill the login field→ R - Check if the

login is valid → C - Valid login → S - Fill the password field → R - Check if

the login and password match→ C - match→ R - Show the main screen of the

system

TC2 C - Show the login/password screen→ S - Fill the login field→ R - Check if the

login is valid → C - Valid login → S - Fill the password field → R - Check if

the login and password match→ C - do not match→ R - Show error message:

“Login and password do not match” → S - Fill the login field → R - Check if

the login is valid→ C - Valid login→ S - Fill the password field→ R - Check if

the login and password match→ C - match→ R - Show the main screen of the

system

It continues on the next page
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Table 2.1: Test suite generated from the LTS depicted in Figure 2.3.

Label Steps

TC3 C - Show the login/password screen→ S - Fill the login field→ R - Check if the

login is valid → C - Valid login → S - Fill the password field → R - Check if

the login and password match→ C - do not match→ R - Show error message:

“Login and password do not match” → S - Fill the login field → R - Check if

the login is valid→ C - Valid login→ S - Fill the password field→ R - Check if

the login and password match→ C - do not match→ R - Show error message:

“Login and password do not match”

TC4 C - Show the login/password screen→ S - Fill the login field→ R - Check if the

login is valid → C - Valid login → S - Fill the password field → R - Check if

the login and password match→ C - do not match→ R - Show error message:

“Login and password do not match”→ S - Fill the login field→ R - Check if the

login is valid→ C - Invalid login→ R - Show error message: “Login not found”

TC5 C - Show the login/password screen→ S - Fill the login field→ R - Check if the

login is valid→ C - Invalid login→ R - Show error message: “Login not found”

→ S - Fill the login field→ R - Check if the login is valid→ C - Valid login→

S - Fill the password field→ R - Check if the login and password match→ C -

match→ R - Show the main screen of the system

TC6 C - Show the login/password screen→ S - Fill the login field→ R - Check if the

login is valid→ C - Invalid login→ R - Show error message: “Login not found”

→ S - Fill the login field→ R - Check if the login is valid→ C - Valid login→

S - Fill the password field→ R - Check if the login and password match→ C -

do not match→ R - Show error message: “Login and password do not match”

TC7 C - Show the login/password screen→ S - Fill the login field→ R - Check if the

login is valid→ C - Invalid login→ R - Show error message: “Login not found”

→ S - Fill the login field→ R - Check if the login is valid→ C - Invalid login

→ R - Show error message: “Login not found”

The result of the test generation process is the test suite, which is ready for manual test

execution or concretization in an automatic execution context. However, due to limitations
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already discussed, some processing might be performed between test case generation and

execution, and the test case prioritization is one of them.

2.2.3 Test Purpose

Test purpose is a construct that provides the ability of indicating explicitly what are being

tested. According to Vain et al. [84], a test purpose is a specific objective or property of

the SUT that the development team wants to test. In practice, applying a test purpose to a

test case generation process represents a guiding process, resulting in a smaller test suite in

comparison to generating test cases for the whole system model.

There are different ways for representing test purposes. Jard and Jeron [35] present a

formal approach to represent test purposes in conformance testing. This representation uses

an extended version of an LTS, which includes input and output actions (IOLTS). The same

format is also used to model the related SUT. Therefore, with the system and the test purpose

respecting the same rules, the latter is able to guide the testing process through the former.

Cartaxo et al. [10] propose a test purpose also based on LTS models, but considering

the “accept” or “reject” modifier. This notation is more flexible, since it does not need to

define specific inputs and outputs, just the model steps represented by the edges of the LTS.

Moreover, this representation can be also applied in the MBT context by considering system

level test cases. It is expressed using the following guidelines:

• The purpose is a sequence of strings separated by commas;

• Each string is a label of an edge from the model or an “*”, which works as a wildcard,

indicating that any label satisfies the purpose;

• The last string is “accept”, if the test case agrees with the test purpose definition, or

“reject” otherwise.

Inspired by the idea of guiding the test case generation process, we introduce the Prior-

itization Purpose as a representation of a hint. Instead of acting in the test case generation,

the prioritization purpose acts as a filter for natural language test cases, possibly generated

from system models through MBT approaches. Its syntax is a variation of Cartaxo’s test

purpose [10]. We adapted it by omitting the last string, which is accept or reject, adopting
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just the acceptance as default behavior. This modification was needed because we focus only

on hints regarding error-prone regions of the system, regardless the safer (which would be

represented by the rejection). Therefore, our prioritization purpose is defined as follows:

• A sequence of strings separated by a vertical bar or pipe (“|”);

• Each string is the label of an element of the system model, e.g. a user step of a use

case, or a “*”, which is a wildcard, representing any label.

Our proposed TCP technique called HARP takes as input a set of prioritization purposes,

representing hints, and during its operation, a purpose filter defines two sets: one with test

cases that satisfy the prioritization purpose (or related to the hints) and other with test cases

that do not satisfy the prioritization purpose (or not related to the hints).

As an example of this filtering process, for the test suite introduced in the previous chap-

ter and also in Table 2.1, consider the prioritization purposes “* | C - Valid login | *” and

“C - match | R - Show the main screen | *”. For the first one, we can see that there are six

test cases that satisfy it: TC1, TC2, TC3, TC4, TC5, and TC6. In turn, the second one will

not accept any test case, because, even though it has only valid labels, no test case begins

with “C - match”.

2.3 Test Case Prioritization

The order that the test cases were generated (automatic approach) or listed (manual approach)

may not be interesting to the execution purposes. To illustrate that:

1. it could be necessary to spend much time preparing the preconditions for the test cases

along the execution [53];

2. in the considered initial order, faults could take too long to be revealed;

3. the test requirement required to stop the execution process could take too much time

to be met.

TCP techniques reorder test cases from a test suite in order to achieve a certain objective

as soon as possible in the testing process. In this research we focus on fault detection, in other
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words, we intend to reorder test cases to find faults sooner in the testing process. Figure 2.4

expresses a motivation for applying TCP techniques.

Inicial Test Suite

Prioritized Test Suite

Test case that satisfy the requirement of interest
Test case that do not satisfy the requirement of interest

Figure 2.4: Motivation for the application of the test case prioritization.

Formally, we can define the test case prioritization problem as [21, 36, 39]:

Given: A test suite TS, the set PTS of all permutations of TS, and a function f :

PTS → R.

Problem: To find a TS ′ ∈ PTS | ∀ TS ′′ ∈ PTS (TS ′′ 6= TS ′) · f (TS ′) ≥ f (TS ′′).

In other words, for the set of all permutations of the available test cases, the problem is

to select the one that maximizes the evaluation function, i.e. a function that measures how

good a prioritized test suite performs regarding the referred objective.

TCP has two clear limitations: i) to analyze the whole set of all permutations of TS;

and ii) to define the evaluation function f . Since the number of permutations of a set A is

equals to |A|!, if TS is big, analyzing the elements from PTS might demand an unfeasible

amount of resources, as discussed by Lima et al. [53]. Moreover, the evaluation function f is

related to the prioritization goal, for example, to reduce test case setup time [53] and, more

commonly, to accelerate fault detection. Depending on the prioritization goal, the required

information to define f is not available beforehand, making its accurate/precise definition

impossible. For instance, considering the prioritization objective explored by Lima et al. – to

reduce the configuration time of the whole test suite – the required information to calculate it
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is already available in the test suite itself, which are the inputs and outputs of each test case.

Nevertheless, considering early fault detection, the information regarding where the faults

are or which test cases detect them is not available in advance, then a technique is not able to

maximize it. Therefore, techniques that focus on fault detection, estimate fault information

through surrogates [89].

TCP can be applied in code-based and model-based contexts, but it has been more applied

in the code-based context and it is often related to regression testing, as suggested by Catal

and Mishra [12]. This way, Rothermel et al. [72] proposed the following classification:

• General test case prioritization - TCP is applied any time in the software development

process, even in the initial testing activities;

• Regression testing prioritization - TCP is performed after a set of changes was made.

Therefore, it can take into consideration information gathered in previous runs of ex-

isting test cases to help prioritizing the test cases for subsequent runs.

The work presented in this thesis focus on general test case prioritization; in the next

chapters we will use the term Test Case Prioritization in the general context. For our re-

search, we studied and implemented several techniques and evaluation metrics to integrate

our operational environment to perform our empirical studies and we detail them in the next

section.

2.3.1 Studied Techniques

As the first step of the investigation, we performed a systematic mapping in the related

literature aiming to know the techniques and evaluation strategies applied to the context

we are investigating. Details about the protocol, execution and results are in a technical

report [62], also available at our companion site (refer to Section 1.3)1.

In this section we provide an overview of every technique explored in this thesis. Some

of them was initially proposed and evaluated for code-based testing but, because of loose re-

quirements regarding the SUT source code, they underwent adaptations to the MBT context,

making some assumptions.

1Direct link: https://goo.gl/wAFV3J
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STOOP

Kundu et al. [48] proposed a technique called Stoop, based on UML Sequence Diagrams. It

has its operation illustrated by Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Execution flow for Stoop

1: function STOOP_PRIORITIZE(SDS)

2: SG← ∅

3: for sd ∈ SDS do

4: SG← SG ∪ convertSDtoSG(sd)

5: end for

6: fullSG← mergeSG(SG)

7: testCases← generateTestCases(fullSG)

8: testCases← removeSpuriousPaths(testCases)

9: prioritizedTS ← sortDescendingOrder(testCases, AWPL)

10: return prioritizedTS

11: end function

In Lines 2, 3 and 4, the sequence diagrams passed as input are converted into sequence

graphs (SG). SG is a graph that considers just the messages between boundary elements of

the system (e.g. user, screen, speakers, mouse, and sensors), excluding the internal actions

of the modeled system. Then, the SGs are merged into a single one in Line 5, corresponding

to the total boundary actions of the system. This merging process may create paths in the

final SG that are not specified in the SGs separately, which are the spurious paths; they must

be excluded after comparing with the individual SGs.

The authors merged the test case generation into the algorithm, which is performed in

Line 7. It is based on the DFS algorithm, instrumented with the one loop path, which

implies that a loop must be traversed at most once. After that, the algorithm eliminates

spurious paths in Line 8.

After that, in Line 9, the test cases are prioritized based on structural metrics. The chosen

metric is the Averaged Weight Path Length - AWPL, which emphasizes the importance

of the most common steps in the test case execution. The authors assume that common

steps need to be well tested because they will be frequently exercised [48]. Therefore, the
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algorithm sorts the test cases in descending order by their AWPL values. The algorithm

calculates this metric using the expression AWPL(tc) =

∑m

i=1 eWeight(ei)

m
, where ei is

the i−th edge of tc, m is the size of tc, and eWeight is the weight of en edge, which is the

number of test cases that traverse ei.

StringDistance

Proposed by Ledru et al. [49], and better detailed and evaluated later by the same research

group [50], StringDistance introduces a general strategy based on distance concept and

uses some distance functions, evaluating the string representation of the test cases to be

prioritized. We depict its operation in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Execution flow for StringDistance

1: function STRINGDISTANCE_PRIORITIZE(TS)

2: prioritizedTS ← ∅

3: calculateDistances(TS)

4: nextTC ← maxMinDistance(TS, TS)

5: TS ← testsuite− nextTC

6: prioritizedTS ← prioritizedTS ∪ nextTC

7: while TS 6= ∅ do

8: nextTC ← maxMinDistance(TS, prioritizedTS)

9: TS ← testsuite− nextTC

10: prioritizedTS ← prioritizedTS ∪ nextTC

11: end while

12: return prioritizedTS

13: end function

The technique uses string distances as guide, in order to select the next test case to be

placed in order. The algorithm calculates pairwise distances among the test cases in Line 3.

In Line 4, the main routine calls a function maxMinDistance(TS, testsuite) to select the

next test case. It selects the test case among the initial test suite with the minimum distance

to the other ones; then in Lines 4 and 5, it moves this test case to the prioritized test suite.

Lines 7 to 11 comprise the main loop of the technique: while there is some test case
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not yet placed in order, the next test case t ∈ testsuite to be place in order is the one that

maximizes the minimum distances between the test cases from prioritizedTS.

The authors propose using four functions to calculate the string distance:

• Hamming distance: it compares two strings of equal length and its value is the number

of tokens that differ;

• Edit distance: it calculates the smallest number of editions needed to transform one

arbitrary string in another one. It uses a dynamic programming approach to calculate

every transformation possibility and select the smallest one;

• Cartesian distance: it compares two strings of equal length n according to the ASCII

values of their characters. Its value is given by the expression Cart(X, Y ) =
√
∑n

i=1 (xi − yi)2, where X = x1, x2 . . . , xn and Y = y1, y2 . . . , yn are the compared

strings;

• Manhattan distance: it is similar to the Cartesian distance, and it is calculated by

Man(X, Y ) =
∑n

i=1 |xi − yi|, where X = x1, x2 . . . , xn and Y = y1, y2 . . . , yn are

the compared strings.

The authors proposed and evaluated this technique for code-based test suites, but for our

context, we assumed a string representation of system level model-based test cases, formed

by concatenating the labels of their steps, as a substitute for the code-based test cases and

then added it to our experimental setup.

FixedWeights

Proposed by Sapna and Mohanty [75], it prioritizes test cases generated from UML Activity

Diagrams. The reason of the technique’s name is the assignment of nodes and edges weights.

The authors assume that the test cases that represent the main scenarios of the system must

be tested first. Thus, the technique treats the test cases with lower number of steps and fewer

branches and loops as the main scenarios. The weights of the nodes are fixed and guided by

the original activity diagram element. We summarize it in Algorithm 3.

The first step (Line 2) is to convert the activity diagram into a tree intending to eliminate

loops. For that, it applies a modified DFS, which traverses a loop at most twice, which is
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Algorithm 3 Execution flow for FixedWeights

1: function FIXEDWEIGHTS_PRIORITIZE(AD)

2: tree← convertActivityDiagram(AD)

3: assignNodeWeights(tree)

4: assignEdgeWeights(tree)

5: TS ← traverse(tree)

6: for all tc ∈ TC do

7: calculateWeight(tc)

8: end for

9: prioritizedTS ← sortAscendingOrder(TS,weight)

10: return prioritizedTS

11: end function

similar to the generation process we introduce in Section 2.2.2. Then, the algorithm assigns

node weights in Line 3 and, considering the node v, its weight is:

W (v)



























3 fork/join nodes

2 branch/merge nodes

1 activity nodes

The next step is to calculate the weights of the edges (Line 4). The weight of the edge

e = {v1, v2} is calculated by the expression W (e) = (v1)in · (v2)out, with (v1)in representing

the number of incoming edges of the node v1 and (v2)out the number of outgoing edges of

v2. After that, the algorithm uses a simple DFS to traverse the tree and derive the test cases

in Line 5.

The node and edge weights are used to calculate the weight of a test case (Line 6).

Considering the test case tc with x nodes and y edges, W (tc) =
∑x

i=1 W (vi)+
∑y

j=1 W (ej),

i.e. the test case weight is the sum of the weights of its nodes and edges. Then, in Line 9, the

algorithm sorts the test cases in ascending order by their weights.
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Algorithm 4 Execution flow for PathComplexity

1: function PATHCOMPLEXITY_PRIORITIZE(AD)

2: cfg ← convertActivityDiagram(AD)

3: calculateNodeWeights(cfg)

4: TS ← generateTestCases(cfg)

5: for all tc ∈ testsuite do

6: travNodes← numberOftraversedNodes(tc)

7: weight← calculateWeight(tc)

8: predNodes← numberOfPredicateNodes(tc)

9: logConditions← numberOflogicalConditions(tc)

10: tcComplexity = travNodes+ weight+ predNodes+ logConditions

11: complexities.put(tc, tcComplexity)

12: end for

13: prioritizedTS ← sortDescendingOrder(TS, complexities)

14: return prioritizedTS

15: end function

PathComplexity

Proposed by Kaur et al. [43], this technique prioritizes test cases generated from UML Ac-

tivity Diagrams. The first step is to convert the input diagram into a control flow graph. After

the conversion, the prioritization process is based on the nodes of the generated graph and

on the FANIN(v) and FANOUT(v) functions. The former is the number of incoming flows

to the vertex v and the latter is the number of outgoing flows from the vertex v. We describe

the technique in Algorithm 4.

The first step, in Line 2, is to convert the activity diagram into a control-flow graph

(CFG), keeping the kind of the equivalent element from the input activity diagram. In

Line 3, the algorithm calculates the weight of the CFG’s vertexes, through to the expres-

sion weight(v) = FANIN(v) · FANOUT (v).

In Line 4, the algorithm generates the test cases from the CFG, traversing a loop at

most once. In Lines 5 to 12, the algorithm calculates the complexity of each generated test

case. The Lines 5 to 12 contain the calculation of four properties from a test case, that are
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the number of traversed nodes, the sum of the weights of the nodes, the number of predicate

nodes and logical conditions, respectively. A predicate node is a node with multiple outgoing

edges and a logical condition is an edge that represents a logical condition satisfied. Thus,

the algorithm sorts the test cases in descending order by their complexities in Line 13.

Total and Additional Coverage of Steps

Elbaum et al. [22] suggested using a greedy strategy to prioritize test cases. The total ap-

proach (ST) sorts the test cases by the total amount of code statements that they cover.

Moreover, the additional one (SA) also sorts them, but adjusts iteratively the statements al-

ready covered by the currently test case sequence, i.e. the next test case in order is the one

that covers more statements not yet covered so far. Since our test suites are based on high

abstraction steps instead of code statements, we adapted the techniques for our context by

considering the coverage of steps.

Adaptive Random Prioritization

This strategy distributes the selected test case as spaced out as possible based on a distance

function [13]. During the execution of a technique that follow this strategy, it keeps two

collections of test cases: the prioritized sequence and the candidate set (the set of test cases

that are randomly selected without replacement). Besides, it is also based on varying the

test cases by selecting the farthest away between the candidates and the already prioritized

ones. We represent the general adaptive random strategy in Algorithm 5.

In lines 2 to 5 the algorithm selects randomly the first test case to be place in order.

Then, from Line 6 to 9, it performs the main loop, which composes randomly a candidate,

limited by 10 test cases, and selects the next test case to be placed in order. The next test

case comes from the candidate set; the algorithm assembles a matrix with the minimum

distances between the candidates and the already prioritized and selects the candidate with

the maximum distance.

The general strategy is based on a distance function and in this thesis, we explored three

of them:

• Jaccard distance: The use of this function in the TCP context was proposed by Jiang
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Algorithm 5 The general algorithm for the adaptive random prioritization.

1: function ART_PRIORITIZE(U_TS)

2: prioritizedSequence← ∅

3: firstChoice← randomSelectOne(U_TS)

4: prioritizedSequence.append(firstChoice)

5: U_TS.remove(firstChoice)

6: while U_TS 6= ∅ do

7: candidateSet← generateCandidateSet(U_TS)

8: nextTestCase← selectNextTestCase(prioritizedSequence, candidateSet)

9: end while

10: return prioritizedSequence

11: end function

et al. [38]. Let t1 and t2 be two test cases, and steps(t) as the set of steps covered by

the test case t, the jaccard distance function is:

Jac(t1, t2) =
|steps(t1) ∩ steps(t2)|

|steps(t1) ∪ steps(t2)|

• Manhattan distance: Zhou [91] applies this strategy using Manhattan function to

compare the distance between test cases. Consider two test cases t1 and t2, represented

by t1 = (S11, S12, · · · , S1i) and t2 = (S21, S22, · · · , S2i), which are the steps covered

by the two test cases respectively. Both sequences have the same length i, which is

the total number of steps in the system model. Moreover, each Sxy ∈ {0, 1}, where

1 indicates that the test case x traverses the step y, 0 indicates otherwise. Thus, the

function is defined as follows:

Man(t1, t2) =
i

∑

x=1

|S1x − S2x|

• MBT Similarity: Coutinho et al. [15] proposed a function to measure the similarity

between model-based test cases and applied it on test suite reduction. Since it is al-

ready suitable to evaluate test cases in the context we investigate, we contribute with

the literature on TCP by applying this function on ARP. This function is defined as

follows:
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Sim(t1, t2) =
nip(t1, t2) + |sit(t1, t2)|

(

|t1|+ |t2|+ |sdt(t1)|+ |sdt(t2)|

2

)

Where:

– t1 and t2 are two test cases;

– nip(t1, t2) is the number of identical transition pairs between two test cases;

– sdt(t) is the set of distinct transitions in the test case i;

– sit(t1, t2) is the set of identical transitions between two test cases, i.e. sdt(t1) ∩

sdt(t2).

Clustering

Clustering is the idea of grouping similar elements and, as consequence, creating categories

or clusters [86]. It also includes the notion of distance or similarity between elements as

the way of creating these categories. These clusters could be exclusive, so that an element

belongs just to a single cluster, or probabilistic, when an element belongs to more than a

cluster, but with certain probability. These elements are usually numeric arrays representing

metrics (or indexes) of some real-world entity of interest, and the evaluation functions, e.g.

Euclidean distance, establish the relationship between them. However, it is also possible to

use the entities itself, along with a way of comparing them.

In TCP, there are some techniques that use clustering as a strategy to reorder test cases.

We detail a technique that clusters elements of a transition-based model and reorders test

cases based on these groups, and other that clusters test cases directly.

Clustering Elements of the Model A research group has shown a long-term interest in

the clustering strategy. They proposed three techniques using it: Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) [8],

Gustafson Kessel Clustering (GK) [9] and Neural Network Based Clustering [28]. These

three papers consider the same context: the system is modeled through an Event Sequence

Graph (ESG), which is a graph with a definition similar to the LTS. It is composed by events,

which are the nodes of the ESG, and arcs, corresponding to the edges. Therefore, test cases
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are generated from an ESG in a similar fashion than from an LTS. These three techniques

follow a common reasoning, represented by the Algorithm 6:

Algorithm 6 Execution flow for the techniques that cluster elements of the model.

1: function CLUSTERING_PRIORITIZE(ESG)

2: TS ← generateTestCases(ESG)

3: events← getEvents(ESG)

4: calculateIndexes(events)

5: numCLusters← calculateNumberOfClusters(events)

6: clusters← generateClusters(events)

7: calculateImportanceLevel(clusters)

8: preferenceDegrees← calculatePreferenceDegree(TS)

9: prioritizedTS ← sortDescendingOrder(TS, preferenceDegrees)

10: return prioritizedTS

11: end function

The algorithm also includes the test case generation in Line 2. After that, it calculates

the indexes associated with these events in Line 3. These indexes are a set of functions

that evaluate the structure of the model, e.g. the number of incoming and outgoing edges

associated with the event and the number of occurrences within the generated test cases. In

the paper, the authors suggest a set of eleven functions, but they mention that other functions

might be used. The algorithm defines the number of clusters c = 4 for their evaluations. On

the other hand, they argue that one can use other strategies to calculate that, for instance the

index-based cluster validity algorithm [44].

The difference between these three techniques is just the clustering algorithm, which

is called in Line 6. The first one uses Fuzzy C-Means, which is a variant of the classic

clustering algorithm K-Means. Here, clusters are probabilistic and the event will be in the

cluster with higher probability, which is the membership degree. Once the distance of each

element to the center of the cluster is a straight line, given by the Euclidean distance, every

cluster assumes a spherical format.

The Gustafson Kessel Clustering is an evolution of the Fuzzy C-Means by employ-

ing another way to represent the center of a cluster and the distance measure. Thus, this
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algorithm might identify clusters with different shapes, as an ellipse. The third mentioned

technique is Neural Network-Based Clustering. It uses an unsupervised learning algorithm

that minimizes the euclidean distance from the elements to the centers of the clusters. Due to

the simplicity of implementation, we just implemented the Fuzzy C-Means variant on our

structure.

Clustering Test Cases The other technique that uses the clustering strategy is the Inter-

leaved Clustering Prioritization (ICP) [89]. Instead of model elements, this technique cluster

test cases directly, which weakens the requirements about the formalism and the general

structure of test cases. It is called interleaved because it performs clustering and sorting

process in two levels: inside of each cluster (intra-cluster) and between the clusters (inter-

cluster), and then the algorithm interleaves test cases from the clusters, defining the new

order.

The technique uses the expertise from the testers and developers to evaluate the clus-

ters’ degree of importance. The clustering method is a simple agglomerative hierarchical

clustering algorithm, detailed in Algorithm 7

Algorithm 7 Agglomerative hierarquical algorithm.

1: function AH_PRIORITIZE(TS)

2: dendogram← ∅

3: clustersList← createClusters(TS)

4: dendogram.addLeaves(clustersList)

5: while clustersList 6= ∅ do

6: minDistanceClusters← getMinimumDistanceClusters(clustersList)

7: newCluster ← minDistanceClusters[0] ∪minDistanceClusters[1]

8: clustersList← clustersList−minDistanceClusters

9: clustersList← clustersList ∪ newCluster

10: dendogram.addParentNode(newCluster,minDistanceClusters)

11: end while

12: return dendogram

13: end function

The algorithm keeps a tree of clusters (dendogram) and, in Line 3 and 4, it adds each
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unitary cluster as a leaf of the dendogram, i.e. at this point, the dendogram contains one

cluster for each test case. The loop in Lines 5 to 11 finds two clusters with the minimum

distance between them, let c1 and c2, based on hamming distance function between the code-

based test cases. These two clusters take part of a new cluster, which is added into the tree

as a parent node for c1 and c2.

Once with the clusters assembled, a set of pairwise comparisons involving test cases from

different clusters are used to sort them. Experts are expected to perform these comparisons

in order to define an importance order among the clusters. The authors show an expression

calculating the number of comparisons needed to sort the clusters, which is k(k−1)
2

, with k

being the number of clusters. They consider the maximum number of k = 14 in order to

achieve the number of 91 comparisons, since they aim for a value lesser than 100. The

ordered sequence of clusters is the input for the interleaving process.

Considering OC as an ordered cluster of test cases, OOC as the ordered sequence of or-

dered clusters and OOCi[j] as the j-th test case from the i-th ordered cluster, the interleaving

process happens according the Algorithm 8.

Algorithm 8 Interleaving test cases.

1: function INTERLEAVE_CLUSTERS(OOC)

2: OTS ← ∅ (OTS is the ordered test suite)

3: i← 1

4: while OOC 6= ∅ do

5: OTS ← OTS ∪OOCi[1]

6: OOCi ← OOCi −OOCi[1]

7: if OOCi = ∅ then

8: OOC ← OOC −OOCi

9: end if

10: i← (i+ 1) mod size(OOC)

11: end while

12: return OTS

13: end function

All techniques already mentioned in this section have intersection with our research con-
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text and compose the validation framework for our new proposed techniques. Along with

them, we implemented a set of mechanisms to assess their effectiveness, related to the prior-

itization objective. In the next section we will detail the evaluation metrics to assess the fault

detection capability proposed in the literature.

2.3.2 Evaluation Metrics

Besides TCP techniques, our validation framework also contains two metrics originally pro-

posed to evaluate fault detection of TCP techniques, regardless of whether they are code or

model-based, general or regression TCP. In the literature, two metrics are usually used to as-

sess effectiveness regarding fault detection: F-Measure, which is, given the execution order,

the number of test cases executed until the first failure happens; and the Average Percentage

of Fault Detection (APFD), which expresses how rapidly a prioritized test suite detect faults.

F-Measure is straightforward because it just counts the number of test cases executed

before the first failure is revealed. For a test suite ts = {tc1, tc2, · · · , tcn} with n test cases,

assuming that the fifth test case reveals the first fault, F−Measure(ts) = 4. Therefore, the

metric varies between 0 when the first test case already fails, and n − 1 when just the last

test case fails. As consequences, the metric only considers the first failure, which could

oversimplify the effectiveness analysis, but still usable to evaluate failures instead of faults,

i.e. the mapping between test cases and the faults they reveal is not available.

In addition, APFD is more powerful since it takes into account all fault able to be discov-

ered, as well as the test cases that reveal them. Rothermel et al. [72] introduced this metric

and since then, several studies has been using APFD to assess the fault detection of TCP

techniques, usually comparing techniques directly [30, 33, 38, 49, 50, 54, 82, 89, 90].

Let ts be the same test suite introduced in this section, containing n test cases, TFi the

index of the first test case that detects the i-th fault, and m the number of faults able to be

detected by ts, the expression is:

APFD(ts) = 1−
TF1 + TF2 + · · ·+ TFm

n ·m
+

1

2n

Besides the numerical result (an average), APFD can be visualized as the area under the

curve representing the relation between the test cases on the prioritized test suite (x-axis) and
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the percentage of the faults revealed so far (y-axis). APFD values range from 0 to 1, such that

higher values indicate that the evaluated test suite reveals faults sooner, on the other hand,

lower values mean the faults are revealed later as we execute the entire test suite. Figure 2.5

summarizes the visual interpretation of APFD. The left image depicts a standard value for

APFD, which is 0.5, for a visual reference. If 100% of the faults are revealed earlier, the

associated APFD increases, as depicted on the right image. Note that in the left figure the

test suite does not reveal any fault until 10% of its test cases are executed, whereas the right

figure shows a more desirable result for a prioritized test suite where faults are found sooner,

such that by executing 70% of the test cases all faults are revealed.
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Figure 2.5: Visual interpretation of two scenarios of APFD. The area on the second chart

(right) is bigger, indicating that the specific order of test cases in that test suite allows testers

to reveal faults sooner.

Ideally, it is possible to compare two APFDs visually, because it enables to spot differ-

ences between the general shape of the curves. However, visual analysis is not feasible on

the analysis performed in this thesis, since we compare several techniques, test suites and

trials.

Thus, on the empirical studies we performed, we relied on central tendency measures

and statistical tests to answer our research questions. In the next section we discuss relevant

aspects on empirical research in software engineering and data analysis.
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2.4 Empirical Research in Software Engineering

The software development process is not an easy activity, because it is a set of human effort,

well-defined methods and even art, either for small projects or for the bigger ones. In the late

sixties, aiming to mitigate problems, such as the lack of quality and satisfaction of the client’s

requirements and bad estimation of budget, a set of good practices were established and used

in different companies. The term Software Engineering was coined with the objective of

gathering these practices and make them patterns, supporting the software development [78].

The development and maturation of the software engineering leaded to a need for deeper

understanding of their inner relationships and components [5]. Therefore, practitioners

needed to conduct scientific researches, measuring, comparing and observing behaviors and

artifacts. The research based on the observation of phenomena is the empirical research.

Depending on the purpose and the level of control, it is possible to classify the empirical

research into three types: the survey, the case study and the experiment [87].

The survey is frequently applied in the social sciences context [4] and, in the software

engineering context, it is applied in research that involves methods, tools or techniques that

were used sometime in the past. This kind of research might be performed to describe

characteristics from a population, explain some past event or act as an introduction for a

deeper and more focused study [87]. The most common way to gather data in the survey is

an interview form [4, 87], that might be answered by the researcher or through an interview,

conducted by a member of the research team.

In turn, a case study is a research method that aims to evaluate a single entity or phe-

nomenon in its real-life context [45]. Case studies are suitable to compare techniques in

an everyday situation, using typical configurations and artifacts; since they are based on real

scenarios, they have more power to present evidence about the particular investigate scenario

then the surveys, on the other hand they do not have much power of generalization [87].

In the experiment, the researcher has the control of the studied variables and of the allo-

cation of the elements to the subjects, which often leads the experiments to be performed in

a laboratory. Through the experiment, we seek to verify cause-effect relations in the world,

observing the variables that reflect them. It is suitable to confirm theories, explore relation-

ships among variables, validate models and measures, and even confirm elements from the
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popular culture [87].

In Table 2.2 there is a comparison between the empirical research methods, regarding

control of the execution and measurement, cost of the investigation and replication capability.

Execution control relates to how much control the researcher has over the study execution.

For instance if during a case study the development team decides to change drastically the

objective of the current delivery due to some client’s new demand, the researcher could need

to restart or even stop the study; on the other hand, in a controlled experiment, the researcher

has total control of its execution. Regarding measurement control, it means how free the

researcher is to define the measures to be collected. For example, in a survey, a researcher

can define some measures, but in the end, he or she still depends on the people’s opinions

and responses.

Table 2.2: Characteristics of the kinds of empirical research [87].

Survey Case Study Experiment

Execution control No No Yes

Measurement control No Yes Yes

Investigation costs Low Medium High

Ease of replication High Low High

The two other aspects are very related, which are the investigation cost and the ease

of replication. Both relate to how much resource the investigation requires. Usually, case

studies could cost less than experiments, since the investigator follows its execution as an

observer and keeps interaction as subtle as possible. On the other hand, replication in case

studies could be a challenge because, besides the resources needed for a replication, could

be hard to evaluate a similar context than the original study.

The major pillar of the empirical research is the hypotheses testing, which aims to re-

ject or obtain evidences about the validity of hypotheses postulated based on observing the

world [26]. We test them through statistic methods and by applying the concept of statistical

significance. The only action we should take regarding a hypothesis is to reject it or not; it

can sound simple but, when one is not able to reject a hypothesis, it does not imply that it

should be accepted. We provide some guidelines on data analysis, hypothesis testing, and

effect size analysis in the next section.
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2.4.1 Data Analysis

As a first approach upon the collected data, the researcher usually applies descriptive statistic

analysis to provide a simplified, but yet meaningful overview about the data. Among the most

important tools, some of them deserve to highlight:

• Central tendency measures (mean, median, mode): they express the tendency of a

group of data by a single value;

• Dispersion measures (standard deviation, variance): they express in a single value how

disperse/concentrated the data is;

• Scatter plot: two-dimension plot that displays each data point as a (x, y) point, as

depicted in Figure 2.6a;

• Histogram: plot that shows data grouped into categories or ranges, as exemplified in

Figure 2.6b;

• Box (and whisker) plot: graphical representation of some important measures, as quar-

tiles, mean, median, and outliers, as shown in Figure 2.6c;

After this step, in order to deepen the data analysis and begin to make inferences by test-

ing hypotheses, the researcher may check whether the data satisfy the assumptions stated for

each test. For example, parametric tests usually assume that data follow normal distribution

and, particularly the analysis of variance – ANOVA – (refer to Table 2.3) also assume that

the variances of the compared samples are similar or at least comparable. On the other hand,

the non-parametric tests do not make these kinds of assumption about the data. Table 2.3

summarizes several hypothesis tests and their applications [87].

In order to test a null hypothesis, the researcher usually compares the p−value of the

equivalent test against a statistical significance or α. It means the probability of rejecting the

null hypothesis when it is in fact true, i.e. Type I error. If p−value = α, the test’s null

hypothesis must be rejected, otherwise there is no evidence to do so. As a good practice,

the researcher should provide the p-values of the performed tests in order to increase trans-

parency regarding their conclusions [3]. However, if a test compares several samples and

the null hypothesis of equality among them is rejected, one is not able to determine which
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Figure 2.6: Example of useful plots for descriptive statistics.
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Table 2.3: Summary of some important hypothesis tests.

Name Objective

Anderson-Darling

They test whether a sample follows normal distribution.Cramér-von Mises

Kolmogorov-Smirnov

Fligner-Killeen It verifies whether samples with the same size present equal variances.

Bartlett Same as Fligner-Killeen, but the samples could have different sizes.

T-Test It compares the means of two samples.

Mann-Whitney Non-parametric alternative to the t-test.

ANOVA It compares two or more alternatives.

Kruskal-Wallis Non-parametric alternative to the ANOVA.

Tukey Post-hoc test that compares pairwise samples. Frequently used as a further analysis

after ANOVA.

Bonferroni Correction on the significance applied on multiple tests, usually along with an array

of pairwise Mann-Whitney tests, as an alternative to the Tukey test.

samples are different and how significant this difference is. To do so, there is a tool that is

able to provide this interpretation, which is the effect size analysis.

In this thesis, we applied non-parametric effect size analysis by using the Â12 statistic

[85]. Let s1 and s2 be two numerical samples, Â12(s1, s2) = p calculates the probability

p that the result of a comparison between s1 and s2 is true. Since p is a probability, 0 ≤

p ≤ 1, we can evaluate its result by two different points of view [67]: which is the greatest

sample (Equation 2.1) and how big is this difference, i.e. the effect size itself (Equation 2.2).

Â12(s1, s2) =



























p > 0.5, s1 is the greatest;

p < 0.5, s2 is the greatest;

p = 0.5, the samples are indistinguishable.

(2.1)

Â12(s1, s2) =



























if p > 0.71 or p < 0.29, large effect size;

if p > 0.64 or p < 0.36, medium effect size;

otherwise, small or negligible effect size.

(2.2)

For instance, suppose two TCP techniques, A and B, and we compare them using APFD
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by running both techniques with a set of test suites. The Â12 statistic measures the proba-

bility that running A yields a higher APFD than running B. Therefore, if we get the result

Â12(A,B) = 0.67, A performs better than B (from Equation 2.1), with a medium effect size

(from Equation 2.2).

2.5 Chapter Final Remarks

We discussed in this chapter the fundamental aspects about the subjects involved in this

research. Most of the discussion focused on TCP applied in the context of MBT, including

an in-depth description of the techniques implemented and investigated in this thesis, and

effectiveness evaluation metrics regarding fault detection. Furthermore, we also covered

empirical investigation in software engineering, along with remarks on data analysis tools

and guidelines. In the next chapters, we discuss and detail the steps performed for our

investigation.



Chapter 3

Investigation on Relevant Factors

In this chapter we intended to investigate to what extent TCP techniques are affected by

factors related to characteristics of system models and test cases itself, addressing our first

two research questions, which are:

(RQ1) Does the model layout, represented by the number of branches, joins, and

loops, affect the fault detection capabilities of the prioritization techniques in

the investigated context?

(RQ2) Do characteristics of test cases that fail affect the fault detection capabil-

ities of prioritization techniques in the investigated context?

The main ideas were: to gather evidence about the effect of different factors; to learn

about strengths and weaknesses of each technique; to use the obtained knowledge on the

following steps of the research, to propose new techniques which try to explore the strengths

and avoid the weaknesses revealed.

To do so, we designed and performed a sequence of experiments evaluating separately

several factors that interact directly and indirectly with MBT TCP techniques. This investi-

gation includes the following independent variables:

• General TCP techniques: the techniques itself are our object of study;

• The model layout: aspects that define the general appearance of the model that rep-

resents the SUT’s behavior. We represent it through: depth or the number of steps

51
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from the first state (root) to the states without child (leaves); branches, or number of

states that have more than one child; joins, or the number of states that have more than

one parent; and loops, which is the number of steps that lead to a previous state in the

control flow;

• Characteristic of test cases that fail: the size of test cases that fail (short or long test

cases fail), how many branches, joins, and loops the test cases that fail traverse.

We report our results in this chapter, including a general discussion on findings already

published, and a study repeating previous conditions, but dealing with existent threats to

validity, i.e. using industrial artifacts and a more representative selection of TCP techniques.

3.1 Preliminary Results

The results presented in this section were also produced during our research and compose our

body of investigation. The first work with our results [64], as well as an extended and more

detailed version [65], comprised a set of empirical studies analyzing the aforementioned

factors:

1. An exploratory study evaluating the effect of the number of test cases that fail in the

test suite on the investigated TCP techniques;

2. An experiment evaluating the influence of the model’s layout on the investigated TCP

techniques. In the study, we used synthetic LTS generated according to parameters

related to the model layout, in order to control carefully this factor;

3. An experiment evaluating the influence of characteristics of test cases that fail on the

investigated TCP techniques. In this study we also used synthetic LTS and fault models

to control the characteristics of the test cases that fail.

From the first study we found out that the investigated TCP techniques presented signifi-

cant statistical differences when the number of test cases that fail in the investigated test suites

varied. However, one should not be confident to use only this information when choosing a

technique. On the one hand, techniques based on random choices had a good performance

when the amount of failures is low. However, performance’s growth rates did not follow a
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pattern, in other words, some techniques improved their performances when the amount of

failures increased, whereas some others decreased. Thus, these results were consonant with

our research hypothesis, which stated that prioritization techniques present different abilities

of revealing failures given the number of test cases that fail in the test suite, motivating the

investigation of other factors.

The next step is to observe the relationship between the TCP techniques and test suites.

Since these test cases are generated from LTS models, as a first step, we varied the layout of

the LTS models aiming to observe the effect on the TCP techniques. To do so, we used an

automatic LTS generator [18] to generate synthetic artifacts, varying their layouts as already

discussed in the beginning of this chapter. In order to control the injection of faults, we used

fault models able to inject randomly faults in models’ transitions, representing the scenario

that faults may occur everywhere.

Considering those synthetic LTS with different layouts by varying the amount of

branches, joins, and loops, we expected test suites with varied lengths. For instance, cas-

cade branches (or branches distributed at different levels of the model) may lead to a variety

of short to long test cases. Moreover, we expected that test cases could be more or less re-

dundant with respect to covering common transitions, particularly the more branches, joins

and loops the model had, more redundancy the generated test cases would have, since they

might cover common prefixes of the branches and joins, as well as repeated sequences of

loops. After generating all synthetic LTS and test suites, both expectations were confirmed.

As results, even with all the diversity explored by the factors and treatments, the configura-

tions of layouts we considered for each treatment of the independent variables did not show

statistical difference on the behavior of the studied techniques.

Since the general layout of the system models does not seem to affect significantly TCP

techniques, we decided to investigate other characteristics, now related to the test cases that

fail and how TCP techniques deal with them. For this study, we kept the model layout

as close to constant as possible (several slightly different LTS, generated using the same

parameters, as in the previous study). This time, instead of allowing faults everywhere in the

model, fault models exercised the following characteristics:

• Longest test cases, i.e. the ones that comprise more transitions (LongTC);
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• Shortest test cases, i.e. the ones that comprise fewer transitions (ShortTC);

• Test cases that traverse more branches (ManyBR);

• Test cases that traverse fewer branches (FewBR);

• Test cases that traverse more joins (ManyJOIN);

• Test cases that traverse fewer joins (FewJOIN);

• Essential test cases, i.e. the ones that uniquely cover a specific transition in the model

(Essential);

The artifacts related to our preliminary investigation can be accessed at https://goo.

gl/EftpNA. Summarizing the results from these artifacts, we remark:

• There was no best performer among the techniques;

• Techniques that present some random aspect were less affected by the characteristics;

• The ‘’Essential test case” characteristic did not affect significantly the techniques;

• There were no significant differences between the pairs of characteristics (LongTC,

ManyBR) and (ShortTC, FewBR);

• Characteristics of the test cases that fail affected the investigated techniques because

techniques performed well in one scenario and worse in others.

Since this study revealed a result indicating a factor that affect significantly TCP tech-

niques, we decided to reproduce it, dealing with some threats to validity, such as the use of

synthetic artifacts, in order to review this result. Therefore, in the next sections we detail

the study we performed, also evaluating characteristics of test cases that fail, but now with

industrial artifacts.
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3.2 Investigation with Industrial Artifacts

This study reproduces the circumstances evaluated in the third study, mentioned in the last

paragraph, which considered synthetic system and fault models to represent exactly the spe-

cific investigated conditions. However, it represented an important threat to validity for the

investigation, which is the use of synthetic artifacts. The objective of this replication is

twofold: i) to reduce the threats to validity presented in the original study by using industrial

artifacts and ii) to provide evidence that the results presented in both studies are not merely

artifactual; to do so, we modified some aspects related to the operationalization and popula-

tion, refined the research question, but kept the same variables, operational environment and

experimenter. Therefore, according to the classification proposed by Gómez et al. [27], this

is a changed-operationalizations/populations replication.

In this study, we compare a set of general and system level TCP techniques, investi-

gating the influence of different characteristics of test cases that fail on them. Besides

using industrial test suites and fault reports as artifacts, we also have a more diverse and

representative set of TCP techniques when compared to the previous studies.

In this investigation, we intend to answer the following research questions:

• FACT_Q1: Is there a best performer among the investigated techniques, with

respect to the ability of revealing faults? We aim at comparing the investigated

techniques and either point out the one that presents the highest APFD value, or report

if they are statistically similar, alternatively;

• FACT_Q2: Is the ability of revealing faults of the investigated techniques affected

by the size of the test cases that fail? We aim at measuring the effect sizes of the

APFD measured from the investigated techniques when operating with test suites with

test cases that fail with different sizes;

3.2.1 Investigated Techniques

Both research questions refer to a set of investigated techniques. In Section 2.3.1 we intro-

duce and detail all the techniques used in this thesis; they are a representative and inclusive

set of TCP techniques able to work on our investigated context, even though some slight
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modification must be done. They are:

• Controls: Opt provides the optimal performance, just reached taking into account the

fault records, and represents the best result a technique could present. Analogously,

Ran, which is the random prioritization, represents a total lack of strategy, being fre-

quently used as a lower bound;

• Adaptive Random: it is a prioritization technique proposed by Jiang et al. [38], which

focuses on spreading as much as possible the ordering of test cases through the in-

put test suite, using a notion of distance. Here we investigate four variants of this

technique, labeled as ARPJac, ARPMan, ARPSim1, and ARPSim2, respectively;

• Sorting based on functions: other set of techniques suggest the order of test cases

based on the value calculated by a function. FW is a technique [75] that assigns fixed

weights to different elements of UML activity diagrams. Kundu et al. [48] introduced

a technique called Stoop, which calculates the Averaged Weight Path Length - AWPL

for each test case and sorts them based on that. Besides, Kaur et. al [43] proposed PC

taking into consideration a metric called information flow to evaluate each step of the

test cases. It prioritizes them by summing the values for each of their steps;

• String distance: Ledru et al. [50] proposed prioritizing test cases based on the resem-

blance between string representations of the involved test cases. The authors propose

using four different functions: Hamming, Euclidean, Manhattan, and Levenshtein dis-

tances. Among these well-known functions, we consider all but Levenshtein, because

it is very time consuming and leads to a result comparable to Manhattan distance [50].

Therefore, we refer to these variations in our study as SDh, SDe, and SDm, respec-

tively;

• Greedy coverage of steps: Elbaum et al. [22] suggested using a greedy reasoning to

prioritize test cases. The total approach sorts the test cases by the total amount of code

statements that they cover, whereas the additional one also sorts them, but adjusts

iteratively the statements already covered by the currently test case sequence, i.e. the

next test case in order is the one that cover more statements not yet covered so far.

Since our test suites are based on high abstraction steps instead of code statements,
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we adapted the techniques for our context by considering the coverage of steps. We

identify these two techniques as ST and SA in our study.

3.2.2 Systems, Test Suites, and Faults

In MBT processes, the system’s models are often the input artifacts. Test cases are generated

from these models and later provided to testing techniques. As experiment objects, we use

test suites from six industrial systems1, but we are not able to reveal further details about

them due to a Non-Disclosure Agreement. We provide a brief description about the systems,

as follows:

• S1 - a system that provides communication between mobile devices and payment ter-

minals;

• S2 - embedded system that collects biometric data for controlling student attendance

to a school class;

• S3 - desktop system that interacts with payment terminals, sending test commands and

collecting its results;

• S4 - system for management of general scholarly activities, including equipment’s

management, which interacts with S2 to have access to student attendance data;

• S5 - a system that analyze failure log files on payment terminals;

• S6 - system to manage lending of equipment/software, maintenance logs, and control

of bills.

The development team described the behavior of each system using a controlled natu-

ral language to write use cases, as part of the team’s requirements specification practice.

Besides, they also decided to generate test cases for each use case independently, compos-

ing test suites by the union of test cases generated from each test suite. From each use

case description, the team automatically generated an LTS such as the one described in Sec-

tion 2.2.1. The testing team then generated test suites from these LTS models using the same

1Developed as part of a cooperation between Ingenico do Brasil and our research lab.
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test case generation algorithm we used in our preliminary study (refer to Section 3.1), which

traverses loops at most twice, and uploaded them to a test case execution management tool

- TestLink2. This process was also applied on the other industrial systems investigated in

every study reported in this thesis.

Then we collected the executed test suites and produced fault reports from TestLink, after

the testing team validated and executed them. These two artifacts were the inputs for our

experiment. The description of a fault on those reports consists of a high level description,

including the unexpected behavior and a possible high level cause. From the reports, we

collected test cases that revealed each fault, which is an important artifact in our study.

Due to a non-disclosure agreement, we are not able to reveal further details about these

systems and test suites, but we summarize some important data about the test suites related to

the investigated systems in Table 3.1, where for each row, we have the following data about

the referred test suite:

1. TS Size: amount of test cases in the test suite;

2. Mean TC Size: the arithmetic mean of the test case sizes in the referred test suite;

3. Shortest TC: the size of the shortest test case in the referred test suite;

4. Longest TC: the size of the longest test case in the referred test suite;

5. #Faults: the number of reported faults for the test suite;

6. #Failures: the number of test cases that fail because of the reported faults.

Note that, even though the sizes of the test suites are relatively small, considering the

samples grouped by system gives a more precise idea about the size of the investigated

industrial systems. Besides, the complete execution of the test suites of each system can be

prohibitive, demanding the use of TCP techniques. Firstly, the test suites contains system

level test cases, which means that they represent a high level usage of the SUT. Secondly,

test cases are executed manually and frequently they make use of different devices that are

prepared and operated by more than one tester for a single test case execution. Finally,

2http://testlink.org/
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Table 3.1: Overview about the investigated systems and related test suites.

TS Size Mean TC Size Shortest TC Longest TC #Faults #Failures

S1

TS1 10 9.7 5 13 2 2

TS2 9 9.5 5 11 2 2

TS3 4 6.7 6 7 2 2

S2

TS1 10 10.7 9 12 1 3

TS2 14 15.5 7 22 1 4

TS3 24 15 6 21 2 20

S3
TS1 4 17 15 19 1 2

TS2 5 22.6 13 41 2 3

S4
TS1 4 8.5 5 12 1 2

TS2 6 10.8 5 17 2 2

S5

TS1 3 27 5 39 1 1

TS2 3 18.3 17 19 2 2

TS3 5 15 15 15 1 1

TS4 4 10 7 17 1 1

S6

TS1 6 10.3 7 13 2 2

TS2 9 5 5 5 3 4

TS3 6 10.3 7 13 2 2

the setup conditions for some test cases can be rather costly, for instance specific network

conditions/failures and time requirements.

Under these circumstances, the execution costs of a single test case can be quite high

so that executing the complete test suite (that encompasses a single use case) may not be

feasible at times, and all suites most of the times, particularly if we consider that manual test

case execution:

• Requires the tester to be detail-oriented and inquisitive as usually execution is more

than following the test case scripts. The tester needs to closely observe the behavior of

the system regarding expected results in order to define the right verdict. Identifying

the expected results may not be trivial;

• Proper documentation of failures and possible defects is required and this should be

made right after each failure occurs. It might be the case that execution may be re-

peated a number of times so that the tester gets the right clues to describe the failure;
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• Failures may be intermittent and not easy to reproduce, demanding possible rework

and redesign of the test case execution procedure.

Furthermore, regarding Table 3.1, it is important to remark that faults and failures are not

the same concept. For each fault, a number of test cases fail. There are situations where for

each fault, we had exactly one failure; on the other hand, there are situations where we had

more than one failure for a fault. The APFD metric considers the first test case that fail for

each fault. This is why we need to consider both information.

3.2.3 Planning and Design

In order to represent characteristics of test cases that fail, the preliminary study took several

ones into consideration. However, for this replication we focus only on their size. The reason

is that we found out in the preliminary study that the responses of the investigated techniques

to different number of branches that the test cases traverse and their sizes presented similar

results. Moreover, since the system models are not experimental objects of this replication,

i.e., they are not automatically generated as part of the experiment, it is difficult to deal with

model branches and joins. Furthermore, we do not consider the Essential characteristic for

the replication, since no significant differences among the techniques were observed in the

preliminary study for this characteristic. Therefore, we just consider LongTC and ShortTC

as characteristics for this replication.

However, in this replication, we deal with industrial test cases and fault reports. Finding

experimental objects that strictly meet the original LongTC and ShortTC descriptions could

limit our scope of investigation since we would need to search for test suites and history of

executions where just the largest and the shortest test case would fail, respectively. It is rea-

sonable to assume that approximations of the longest and shortest test cases are also good

representatives. Therefore, we extend the definition of LongTC and ShortTC characteris-

tics.

We establish a relation between the sizes of test cases that fail and the remainder of the

test suite: i) Long test cases are those that exercise more steps of the system than the average

number, possibly traversing loops - including the longest ones as in the preliminary study,

and ii) short test cases exercise fewer execution paths than the average, usually straight and
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not traversing loops. Since we know the faults in advance, considering the set of available

test suites and the test cases that fail for each one, we classify the test suites that meet each

of following characteristics:

• LongTC: test suites that every test case that fail is longer than the average size (From

Table 3.1: S1-TS3, S4-TS1, S4-TS2, S5-TS1, S5-TS2, and S5-TS4);

• ShortTC: test suites that every test case that fail is shorter than the average size (From

Table 3.1: S3-TS2 and S6-TS3);

• ConstantSizeTC: test suites where all test cases have the same size (From Table 3.1:

S5-TS3 and S6-TS2);

• MixedTC: The test suites that do not fit in any of the previous profiles (From Table 3.1:

S1-TS1, S1-TS2, S2-TS1, S2-TS2, S2-TS3, S3-TS1, and S6-TS1).

In order to properly address FACT_Q2, we discarded all test suites in the ConstantSizeTC

and MixedTC categories since they neither resemble any characteristic investigated in the

original study, nor provide any significant variation of the factor. Rather, we only consider

LongTC and ShortTC categories. To measure the effect of these two treatments of the

factor, we analyze the effectiveness of the investigated techniques considering test suites that

are in LongTC and ShortTC categories separately, i.e. we compare the techniques when

they prioritize test suites that satisfy LongTC conditions with their performance prioritizing

test suites that satisfy ShortTC conditions. Notice that, although we present a different way

of defining both ShortTC and LongTC, we still analyze the same variable, that may include

an extended set of approximate values.

Considering the artifacts already referred, we executed every technique 1000 times

with each test suite, according the suggestion of Arcuri and Briand [3], since the

techniques perform random choices; from every single trial we measured the APFD

(technique | testsuite → APFD). Figure 3.1 presents an overview of our study. We per-

formed every trial for this study on an Ubuntu 16.04 Linux machine, with a Core i5 processor

and 6 GB of RAM memory.

To summarize the differences and similarities between both studies involving character-

istics of test cases that fail, Table 3.2 presents, side by side, the characteristics of each study.
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S1 - TS3

S1 - TS2

S1 - TS1

...

17 Test Suites

optimal

random

FixedWeights

...

StepAdditional

...

14 Techniques

APFD

1000 Repetitions

Fault Reports

Figure 3.1: Overview of the performed case study.

Underlined text indicates common aspects of both studies.

3.2.4 Results and Analysis

As a first approach to analyze the collected data3, Figure 3.2 summarizes the overall per-

formances of the investigated techniques. Note that the samples compared here congregates

data from several test suites, then the joined sample of Opt contains different values and the

related boxplot represents variation. In this study we have two experiment controls, Opt and

Rand, but for the statistical analysis we just remove Opt since it is not a viable technique,

which would bias severely the comparisons, mainly Kruskal-Wallis tests; Rand, on the other

hand, is still a viable TCP technique, then we keep it for the data analysis.

Analyzing visually the Figure 3.2, one can notice that there are differences among the

investigated techniques. Moreover, apart from Opt, PC presents the highest median. Never-

theless, this is not yet an evidence that PC is the best performer; we must investigate further

to address our research questions.

When we test the hypothesis that all samples are statistically equal through a Kruskal-

Wallis test, we obtain p-value = 2.2 · 10−16. Therefore, even with overlaps among box plots,

techniques present different performances considering the whole set of test suites.

Since some behaviors can be hidden by gathering data from all systems, Figure 3.3 de-

picts the performances of the techniques grouped by system. Notice that the techniques

perform differently across systems, but again PC appears in 3 out of 6 systems with the

highest median (also excluding Opt). Analogously, we also perform Kruskal-Wallis tests

3The direct link to the subpage in our companion web site is https://goo.gl/I4cPgt.
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Table 3.2: Side by side comparison between the original and replication studies.

Aspect Original Replication

Research Question

How general TCP techniques

behave when test suites

with certain properties fail?

Is there a best performer among the investigated

techniques, with respect to the ability of

revealing faults?

Is the ability of revealing faults of

the investigated techniques affected

by the size of the test cases that fail?

Independent

Variables

TCP techniques:

ARPJacMaxMin, ARPManMaxMin,

FixedWeights, Stoop

TCP techniques: Optimal,

Random, ARPJacMaxMin

(renamed ARPJac),

ARPManMaxMin

(renamed ARPMan),

ARTSimMaxMin,

ARTSimMaxMax, FixedWeights

(renamed FW), Stoop,

PathComplexity,

StringDistanceHamming,

StringDistanceEuc,

StringDistanceMan,

StepTotal, StepAdditional

Characteristics of test cases

that fail: LongTC, ShortTC,

ManyBR, FewBR, ManyJoin, FewJoin,

Essential

Characteristics of test cases

that fail: LongTC, ShortTC

Number of faults defined by a fault model:

fixed value equals to 1

Actual fault reports

Dependent Variables APFD APFD

Experimental Objects 31 synthetic LTS, similar to industrial ones,

and test cases generated from them

17 test suites from six different industrial

systems

Data Analysis Techniques Descriptive statistics, visual analysis, and

hypothesis testing

Descriptive statistics, visual analysis,

hypothesis testing, and effect size analysis
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Figure 3.2: Overall data for all techniques.

on each of the six data sets and all of them result in the same p-value of the previous test,

which is enough to reject all null hypotheses of equality among the samples. Thus, in order

to address FACT_Q1 and FACT_Q2 we need to investigate in more details.

FACT_Q1 To address this question, we adopt a non-parametric approach for data analysis.

Since we have a high number of repetitions and there is no practical difference between both

approaches, non-parametric tests are able to test with confidence [3].

A possible approach to consistently identify the best performer would be to apply pair-

wise hypothesis tests between techniques, with a correction regarding statistical significance,

e.g. an array of Wilcoxon tests with Bonferroni correction. However, these tests would just

suggest the best performer, without clarifying how big are the differences between them.

Thus, we need to apply effect size analysis.

Considering data from Table 3.3, the major portion of the comparisons between every

pair of technique results in small effect sizes. Just observing the bold-faced values, which

are the medium and large effect sizes, we remark two findings:

• FW presents consistently a bad performance, which means that just applying fixed

weights based on the kind of model element the test suite traverses does not lead to a
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Figure 3.3: Performance of the techniques by system
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Table 3.3: Effect sizes of pairwise comparisons of the investigated techniques. Each cell

contains the result of the comparison between the technique from the line i and the one in

the column j. The diagonal (lighter grey) contains the comparison Â12(i, i), which always

lead to effect size 0.5 and it is not relevant for our purposes. The darker grey area omits

values that are complementary to the presented values. Bold faced values represent medium

and large effect sizes.
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ARPjac 0.49 0.54 0.55 0.70 0.64 0.40 0.57 0.49 0.50 0.62 0.43

ARPMan 0.54 0.56 0.70 0.64 0.40 0.57 0.50 0.5 0.63 0.43

ARPSim1 0.51 0.65 0.58 0.37 0.52 0.45 0.47 0.57 0.39

ARPSim2 0.64 0.57 0.36 0.51 0.44 0.45 0.55 0.38

FW 0.41 0.21 0.37 0.28 0.29 0.41 0.26

Stoop 0.27 0.45 0.35 0.37 0.50 0.31

PC 0.65 0.59 0.61 0.71 0.51

SDh 0.42 0.43 0.53 0.36

SDe 0.51 0.62 0.43

SDm 0.60 0.42

ST 0.32

SA

satisfactory ability of revealing faults;

• PC is the technique that presents more positive results, followed by SA. Therefore, the

strategies that these techniques apply, such as information flow metric, and additional

coverage of steps, could be efficient in the context studied. Since Â12(PC, SA) =

0.51, both techniques are almost statistically indistinguishable.

Therefore, by the visual analysis of the boxplots and the small effect size between PC

and SA, we do not have evidence to suggest that any technique is consistently better than the

other ones, in other words:
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Considering data from all test suites, there is no best performer among the investigated

techniques with respect to the fault detection capability.

PC is among the best techniques but its performance is statistically indistinguishable

from other techniques. The technique with performance more similar to PC is SA. However,

for some systems a particular technique performs well and for others, badly, corroborating

the findings from our previous studies.

As an example of the aforementioned variation, consider two systems for which tech-

niques presented different performances, say S2 and S4, from our study (see Figure 3.4 for a

side by side comparison). Notice that FW, SDe, and ST present a good performance priori-

tizing test suites from S2, whereas in S4 their performances decrease to poor levels. On the

other hand, PC and SDh are more accurate in S4 than in S2, as suggested by less spread box

plots in S4. The source of these variations are particularities of each test suite and system

and how the investigated techniques interact with these particularities, for instance variations

in the sizes of test cases that fail.
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Figure 3.4: Boxplots of S2 and S4 samples.

FACT_Q2 As strategy to reveal the effect of varying the size of the test cases that fail,

we compare the techniques with themselves in both characteristics of the test cases that fail

and measure the effect size of these comparisons. Figure 3.5 shows side by side the box
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plots from the two considered characteristics. Note that there are significant differences on

the performance of the techniques for the different characteristics, particularly for FW, PC,

SDh, and ST. Thus, this clear change of behavior when comparing visually both box plots

suggest that the investigated techniques are sensitive to the size of the test cases that fail.
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Figure 3.5: Boxplots of ShortTC and LongTC samples.

Whereas the visual analysis just provides an initial clue about the differences, the effect

sizes in Table 3.4 quantify these influences. Based on the results of Â12 statistic:

• All random-based techniques – (Ran, ARPJac, ARPMan, ARPSim1, and ARP-

Sim2) – present small effect size. Among the adaptive random techniques, the dif-

ferent functions do not appear to affect significantly the results.

• Even though Stoop does not rely strongly on random choices, it also presents small

effect size.

• The other techniques present a large effect size, in other words, they are strongly af-

fected by the variation of the studied characteristics.

Thus, based on the results obtained, we can conclude that:

The investigated techniques are affected by the size of the test cases that fail, but not in

the same way.
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Table 3.4: Effect sizes of the comparisons for each technique between ShortTC and

LongTC

Technique Â12 Effect Size Technique Â12 Effect Size

Ran 0.4443 Small Stoop 0.5833 Small

ARPJac 0.3945 Small SDh 0.0833 Large

ARPMan 0.374 Small SDe 0.1666 Large

ARPSim1 0.4725 Small SDm 0 Large

ARPSim2 0.3892 Small ST 1 Large

FW 1 Large SA 0.1608 Large

PC 0 Large

Techniques that present random choices in its operation are less sensitive than the other

ones because techniques that use random choices to guide their operation make fewer as-

sumptions about the relationship between structural aspects of the test cases and their ability

of revealing faults. For instance, ARP techniques have a mechanism to create candidate sets

randomly, where the next test case to be placed in order is randomly selected among the ones

not yet prioritized, before the distance function is applied. Whereas we already expected

this result, we were surprised by the low importance of having different distance functions

on the results; maybe the selected ones, even using different properties of test cases, capture

the same notion of distance between test cases. On the other hand, this result may be an

indication that some level of randomness for a technique in the investigated context could

help to provide a more general result.

Other technique that present an interesting behavior is Stoop. It seems less affected by

the variation of the investigated characteristics of the test cases that fail, but still performs

badly, as discussed in the FACT_Q1 analysis. This low effect may be due to the assumption

that their authors introduce; they consider important test cases that exercise common steps,

i.e., steps that many other test cases also exercise. Therefore, Stoop puts them in the first

positions to assure a good coverage of more important functionalities of the SUT. Note that

this assumption does not take into account the size of test cases, but it may not lead to a good

ability of revealing faults either.

The other techniques also appear to be affected by the assumptions made by their authors.

FW gives preference to test cases that cover main scenarios of the use cases, which are
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usually shorter than the ones that cover alternative and exception scenarios; ST and SA sorts

test cases by the number of steps, the former does not consider the feedback of the steps

already covered, and the latter does; and SDh, SDe, and SDm put the most different test

cases in the first positions and, since the distance functions are not normalized by the test

case size, the techniques tend to put long test cases in the beginning.

3.2.5 Threats to Validity

We evaluate the validity of this study by discussing its threats and how we dealt with

them. Regarding conclusion validity, when comparing performances between ShortTC and

LongTC, we compared samples with different sizes. To mitigate that threat, we repeated

each pair technique/test suite a high number of times in order to perform non-parametric

analysis with confidence.

Concerning construct validity, since we considered industrial test suites and fault re-

ports, we increased this validity in contrast to the other studies performed previously [64,65];

this change provided us a more direct relationship between the theory and the observation.

Another aspect of the construct validity is the definition of ShortTC and LongTC, which are

the characteristics investigated in this study. Although there might be other ways of defining

these characteristics, in order to keep variability - more than one test suite in each treatment

- we used the average test case size of the test suite as a threshold to define whether the test

cases that fail are short or long.

With respect to internal validity, we investigated only the effect of the size of test cases

that fail on the techniques, but there may be other aspects that we did not control in this study

that may affect them, for example the number of test cases in each test suite in the sample or

the proportion of test cases that fail. We report the data about the investigated test suites to

provide transparency to the replicated study setup.

About external validity, even though we used real and industrial systems, we were not

able to generalize for any other kind of system. Besides, since there is a direct relationship

between the system model and the generated test suites, we were not able to generalize the

results for either manually created test suites or generated from some other kind of model.

Therefore, we believe that similar conclusions hold for similar systems. Furthermore, some

of these are small test suites, possibly making them not good candidates for prioritization.
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This argument is even stronger when test suites are automatically executed. Nevertheless,

the seventeen test suites involved in this study were executed manually which is usually a

highly demanding and costly process, specially regarding the level of the testing and the

technology involved in the execution. Therefore, even small manual test suites could benefit

from prioritization, since the execution/analysis savings can compensate for the prioritization

costs.

3.3 Chapter Final Remarks

This chapter reported the results of an investigation about factors that could affect the per-

formance of TCP techniques. It has begun investigating the model layout, represented by

the number of branches, joins and loops of the model, and a set of characteristics of the

test cases that fail. The effect of the model layout and characteristics of the test cases that

fail were investigated and reported in two studies [64, 65]. The results showed that, even

varying the structures responsible to represent the model layout, the techniques presented

behaviors statistically similar, which is an evidence of low or negligible effect. Even with

the low influence, we could still argue that the number of loops that a model has could be still

important, since it also affects the redundancy on generated test suites. On the other hand,

characteristics of the test cases that fail definitely affect the techniques, since we vary the

characteristics and we observed the techniques varying effectiveness. However, this study

just considered synthetic artifacts, i.e. system and fault models, which is a significant threat

to external validity. Therefore, considering the same research questions, variables and ob-

jectives, we repeated the study that evaluated characteristics of test cases that fail, but now

using industrial artifacts, and reported its details in this chapter.

For this study, we compared a set of 5 families of TCP techniques, with a total of 14

techniques, using 17 test suites for system testing of 6 industrial systems, developed in co-

operation with Ingenico do Brasil. By comparing directly the techniques, we did not have

empirical evidence to suggest a clear best performer. In this sense, in similar contexts, a

tester may opt for lower cost techniques such as the SA or PC because they are easy to im-

plement and use a simple heuristic to propose a prioritized sequence of test cases. Since the

investigated techniques were sensitive to the variation of the sizes of test cases that fail, their
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performances may vary depending on these characteristic.

Therefore, it is important to investigate ways of reducing this variation by trying to in-

corporate other sources of information, yet independent of previous test executions. To il-

lustrate, we could use experiences that developers have during the early stages of the system

development, even before any testing. Furthermore, we could apply different underlying

theories to solve the TCP problem, but still subject to our main assumption, which is that

previous information about other testing executions is not available e.g. soft computing

methods or machine learning approaches. Another important aspect of the study is the lower

influence of the random based techniques, which may be an indication that keeping a random

aspect in a TCP technique may help to reduce the dependence of external characteristics.



Chapter 4

Hint-Based Adaptive Random

Prioritization - HARP

Results of our previous investigation suggested that: keeping some degree of randomness

could be a good idea to propose more general results; incorporating other sources of infor-

mation than structural aspects of the test suite and system model can be valuable to guide

prioritization; and adaptive random techniques showed promising results among the ones

that make random choices. Based on these findings we introduce Hint-Based Adaptive Ran-

dom Prioritization (HARP), which is a technique based on the adaptive random strategy,

that uses hints from developers and managers to prioritize test cases from a test suite. The

investigation reported in this chapter focuses on our third research question, which is:

(RQ3) How can we systematize and collect expertise from the developers or/and

managers, and use it to leverage Test Case Prioritization in the defined context,

aiming to reveal faults sooner in the testing process?

HARP is targeted for system test suites, here approached in the MBT context, with test

cases expressed as sequences of steps. Although we use LTS as model to represent system

behavior and generate test cases from it, HARP does not make any assumption about a

particular type of model or test case generation algorithm. Nonetheless, the functions used

assume that test case steps defining the same user action/condition/result contain the same

text, which matches with the model-based test case generation process traversing transitions;

if we rather consider test suites written manually, there would be no guarantee that the labels

73
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are the same and the functions would evaluate the similarity incorrectly.

The technique combines the advantages of evenly exploring the test suite with the guid-

ance provided by hints in order to improve the performance of the ARP technique, since it

reduces random choices. By observing the adaptive random prioritization algorithm [38,91]

(refer to Algorithm 5 in Section 2.3.1), we identified three possible points of improvement:

i) how the first test case is chosen, which is originally a fully random choice; ii) the func-

tion that calculates the distance between two test cases; and iii) the function that represents

the distance between two sets of test cases, which is used to select the next test case to be

placed in order. Here, we modify these three aspects in order to reduce the effects of ran-

dom choices, to represent more adequately the resemblance relationship regarding the kind

of test cases we have in this context, and to take into consideration the indication from the

development team about portions of the system under test that may present problems (hints).

4.1 What is a Hint?

Hints are indications that the development team give - using use case documents about occur-

rences regarding the system under development/testing - that may contribute to the insertion

of faults, such as portions of the system that some developer considered hard to implement,

that uses some external and/or unreliable library, or that suffered a schedule shortening. Our

hypothesis is that the aforementioned occurrences are estimators for faults and taking them

into consideration should lead to better fault detection capabilities. Observe that the hints re-

late to the current version of the SUT, which does not violate our initial assumption regarding

historical information.

We designed HARP to process hints encoded as prioritization purposes using the notation

presented in Section 2.2.3. Encoding hints as prioritization purposes is a manual, but simple

task. A single hint may be a single step in a use case or a sequence of steps (or even a

whole flow). In the first case, suppose that the development team indicate a step with text

“single user input" as hint; so the equivalent prioritization purpose is pp1 =“* | single user

input | *", indicating that any test case that traverse “single user input" is filtered by pp1. On

the other hand, in the second case, let the hint comprises a pair of user input and expected

result with texts “single user input" and “single system response" respectively; the equivalent
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prioritization purpose is pp2 =“* | single user input | single system response | *", indicating

that any test case that describes the referred action and expects that particular response is

filtered by pp2. The same idea applies for a whole flow. Therefore, the output of this step is

a set of hints PP = {pp1, pp2, · · · , ppn} translated into prioritization purposes.

As illustration, considering the login and password verification system of the example

introduced in Section 2.2.1, suppose that the testers suspect that the error messages are not

correct or are being acquired using an error-prone strategy. Therefore, they could codify

hints as the set PPex = {“ ∗ | C - Invalid Login | ∗ ”, “ ∗ | C - do not match | ∗ ”}. The set

contains two hints, each one about a scenario where the SUT prints an error message.

HARP uses prioritization purposes as filters for test cases, creating two categories of test

cases, one with the test cases related to hints and other with the not related ones; it uses these

categories to create a secondary layer of guidance to prioritize test suites. We detail HARP’s

algorithm in the next section.

4.2 Proposed Algorithm

HARP is based on the idea of exploring test cases similar (or “close”) to the ones related to

the hints provided by the development team, but still giving chance of other test cases appear

in the sequence. The next test case to be placed in order always comes from a set of candi-

dates, so this test case can be related to the hint or not. Since the creation of the candidate

set is iterative, i.e. a new set of candidates is created for every iteration of the algorithm, we

do not always select the most similar to the already prioritized among the unprioritized test

cases; instead, the randomness in the candidate set generation inserts variability.

We depict HARP’s operation in Algorithm 9. It starts with an empty sequence of test

cases (Line 2). In Line 3, it filters U_TS using every prioritization purpose from PP and

the remainder of the algorithm uses the result set as hint-related test cases. In Line 4, the

algorithm defines the first test case to be placed in order (firstChoice). For that, it

selects randomly one from the filtered set. This selected test case is then included in the last

position of the prioritized sequence (Line 5), and removed from the original set (Line 6) and

from the filtered set (Line 7).
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Algorithm 9 The main procedure.

1: function PRIORITIZE_HARP(U_TS, PP )

2: PTS ← []

3: filtTCs← filter(U_TS, PP)

4: first← firstChoice(filtTCs)

5: PTS.append(first)

6: U_TS.remove(first)

7: filteredTCs.remove(first)

8: while U_TS 6= ∅ do

9: c← genCandSet(U_TS, filtTCs)

10: nextTC ← selectNext(PTS, c)

11: PTS.append(nextTC)

12: U_TS.remove(nextTC)

13: filtTCs.remove(nextTC)

14: end while

15: return PTS

16: end function

The loop in lines 8-14 assembles the rest of the prioritized suite. To do so, in its first

step, it generates a set of candidates (Line 9). The candidate set generation process selects

randomly one test case at a time, while the set keeps increasing branch coverage and size

less than or equals to 10, as discussed by Jiang et al. [38] and empirically evaluated by Chen

et al. [13]. We modified the candidate set generation by increasing the chances of hint-

related test cases not yet placed in order be selected. In order to decide whether the next

test case to compose the candidate set comes from the hint-related ones or not, we define a

random variable following uniform distribution V ∼ U(0, 1). Therefore, iteratively, if the

algorithm samples a value v < 0.5, it selects randomly a test case among the ones filtered

by the prioritization purposes, otherwise selects randomly a test case among the ones not yet

prioritized but not related to the hints.

The next step is to select the next test case to be placed in order among the candidates by

calling selectNext (Line 10). Algorithm 10 gives details on how it works. First, it builds
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Algorithm 10 The select next test case procedure

1: function SELECTNEXT(p_TS, c_S) ⊲ p_TS is the already prioritized test sequence ⊲

c_S is the candidate set

2: d← array[p_TS.size][c_S.size]

3: for i = 0 to p_TS.size - 1 do

4: for j = 0 to c_S.size - 1 do

5: d← sim(p_TS[i], c_S[j])

6: end for

7: end for

8: index← maxValue(d)

9: nextTestCase← c_S.get(index)

10: return nextTestCase

11: end function

a matrix (Line 5) that represents the resemblance between candidates and the test cases that

were already prioritized. Since we use the notion of similarity to represent the resemblance

between test cases, the matrix contains similarity values. Then, the algorithm selects the

candidate with the highest similarity (Line 8), i.e. the next test case will be the most similar

to the previous prioritized ones. In order to measure the similarity between test cases we use

the similarity function proposed by Coutinho et al. [15], which was proposed specifically to

the MBT context, being fully compatible with test cases generated with different algorithms,

since it takes into account, besides the common transitions, their frequency in the test cases.

The function is defined by: similarity(i, j) =
nip(i, j) + |sit(i, j)|

(

|i|+ |j|+ |sdt(i)|+ |sdt(j)|

2

) , where:

• i and j are two test cases;

• nip(i, j) is the number of identical transition pairs between two test cases;

• sdt(i) is the set of distinct transitions in the test case i;

• sit(i, j) is the set of identical transitions between two test cases, i.e. sdt(i) ∩ sdt(j).
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4.2.1 Asymptotic Analysis

To investigate how costly it would be to run HARP in practice, we analyze its asymptotic

bounds. In order to perform this analysis, we consider its worst execution scenario, which

is when the maximum number of candidates (10), are selected at every iteration. Moreover,

consider a test suite with n elements and, for simplification, let us assume that the test cases

from the original test suite have the same size, t. The execution time for every step is as

follows:

1. similarity: The similarity calculation depends on the involved test cases sizes,

however, as we are simplifying sizes to t, we can say its time is 2 ·O(t) or O(t);

2. maxValue: The definition of the maximum similarity traverses a matrix with

<number of candidates> columns and <number of test cases already prioritized>

lines. The number of candidates will be in the interval of 1 and 10, and in the worst

case, it will be 10 all iterations. The number of test cases already prioritized depends

on the initial suite. Thus, the time is O(10 · n) or O(n);

3. selectNext: The selection of the next test case to be placed in order, once more,

depends on the number of candidates and on the number of test cases already priori-

tized. The similarity is calculated for every pair of test cases and, following the same

reasoning, the time is 10 · n ·O(t) plus O(n) of the maxMaxValue execution. Thus,

the execution time is O(t · n) +O(n) or O(t · n);

4. genCandSet: The generation of a candidate set depends on its size, that must be at

most ten, and the increasing coverage of requirements. Considering the worst case, the

time is constant, thus O(1);

5. firstChoice: The choice of the first test case depends on the amount of test cases

from initial test suite and the time necessary to evaluate if a single test case matches the

prioritization purpose. The function just iterates over the initial test suite and verify if

each test case is accepted by the prioritization purpose. This verification just depends

on the size of the test case and, since we assume that the size of the test cases are

the same (equals to n), the verification is O(t). Thus, the whole method executes in

n ·O(t) or O(t · n) time;
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6. prioritize_HARP: This is the main function, which calls the above mentioned

ones, and its execution time is the total execution time of HARP. Thus, HARP execu-

tion time is O(t · n) + n · (O(1) + O(t · n)) = O(t · n) + O(n) + O(t · n2), which is

equals to O(n3), if n ≥ t or O(t · n2), otherwise.

4.2.2 Running Example

In this section we provide a visual and practical understanding on how HARP works with an

example. To do so, consider the login and password verification, and Table 1.1 (on Page 9)

contains the generated test suite.

Besides, suppose that the development team responsible for building this system identi-

fies the verification of the login in the database as an error-prone step of the system, particu-

larly the invalid login verification. This step may be risky because it verifies a non-encrypted

data from the database and, if the developer did not think carefully when coding it, he/she

might have left an open window for security attacks (e.g., SQL injection). Therefore, the

tester formulates the hint as a set with a single prioritization purpose logError ={“* | [C -

Invalid login] | *"}.

Considering the original test suite, to propose a new execution order, HARP chooses

the test case to be placed in the first position by filtering the input test suite accord-

ing to the provided hint. The algorithm filters the test suite by visiting every test case,

traversing it and verifying whether its sequence of the steps matches the prioritization pur-

pose, a process similar to the evaluation of a regular expression. The filtered subset is

filtTCs = {TC4, TC5, TC6, TC7}. Then, suppose that the first test case randomly se-

lected from the filtered set is TC6. Therefore, the algorithm removes it from the untreated

test suite and makes PTS = [TC6].

Then, HARP creates a candidate set by randomly and iteratively selecting test cases

from the untreated test suite or from the hint-related set. Suppose that the set is c1 =

{TC1, TC3, TC5}, where just TC5 comes from the hint-related set. The next step is to

calculate the similarities between the elements from current prioritized sequence and the

ones from the candidate set. The calculated values are in Table 4.1.

Considering these values, HARP selects the test case with the highest similarity, TC5,

then the algorithm adds it to the prioritized sequence, making PTS = [TC6, TC5].
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Table 4.1: 1st Iteration: Similarities among candidates and test cases already prioritized

TC6

TC1 63.15%

TC3 71.11%

TC5 72.72%

Now, in the second iteration of the main loop of the algorithm, it proceeds by generating

a new candidate set, and suppose the second candidate set is c2 = {TC2, TC4}, where TC4

comes from the hint-related set. In the next step, it calculates the similarities between the

test cases from c2 and PTS, as can be seen in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: 2nd Iteration: Similarities among candidates and test cases already prioritized

TC6 TC5

TC2 59.57% 68.08%

TC4 90.90% 72.72%

By comparing the maximum similarities for the two candidates, which are 68.08% and

90.90%, the next test case to be placed in order is TC4, making PTS = [TC6, TC5, TC4].

The algorithm repeats this process until the last test case is placed in order. After the

whole execution, adding one test case at a time, a proposed sequence could be PTS =

[TC6, TC5, TC4, TC2, TC3, TC7, TC1].

After this discussion about HARP’s details and a brief running example, we detail its

empirical evaluation in the next section, covering a general rationale, variables and planning,

results, and validity evaluation regarding the performed studies.

4.3 Empirical Evaluation

In order to provide evidence about its applicability and efficacy with respect to fault detection

capability, we intend to investigate the following questions:

• HARP_Q1: Does the quality of a hint affects HARP’s effectiveness? In this ques-

tion we want to evaluate if a good hint leads to a significantly better fault detection

capability, in comparison with when HARP receives a bad hint. We evaluate this to
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observe whether the random choices in HARP’s algorithm affect the guidance pro-

vided by the hints;

• HARP_Q2: Are developers and managers able to provide good hints? We are

not interested in evaluating the participants themselves. Instead, we try to find out

whether the hints provided by them approximate portions of the system that really

contain faults;

• HARP_Q3: Is the hint collection process costly? We try to find out how easy it

can be to implement a process aiming to collect required information to derive the

prioritization purpose, i.e, the hints. This information is important since we need to

justify costs inserted by our technique;

• HARP_Q4: Is HARP able to outperform the original Adaptive Random Priori-

tization technique, considering actual hints? To address this question, we compare

HARP with the baseline version of the Adaptive Random Prioritization proposed by

Jiang et al. [38], observing their fault detection capability.

The evaluation encompasses two studies: The first one addresses HARP_Q1 through an

experiment whose objective was to evaluate the effect of hints with different abilities to point

to actual failures; The second one addresses HARP_Q2, HARP_Q3 and HARP_Q4 through

a case study, in which we collected hints from development teams using a questionnaire,

relate them to reported faults, and apply the collected hints, as well as the related systems and

test suites, to HARP and its baseline technique. We prepared a sub page in our companion

site, available at https://goo.gl/FH3b5m, containing the collected data and R scripts

for data analysis.

4.3.1 Experiment on Hint’s Quality

We define this experiment using the framework based on key concepts suggested by Wohlin

et al. [87]:

• The objects of study are HARP, hints and the test suites generated from models that

represent Systems Under Testing (SUT);
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• The purpose of the study is to evaluate whether HARP is really affected by the hint’s

quality;

• The quality focus is fault detection capability, measured through APFD;

• The perspective is from the tester point of view, i.e., the person that executes a TCP

technique in a testing team;

• And the context is Model-Based Testing.

In order to guide this investigation and address HARP_Q1 properly, we provide a man-

ual and systematic procedure to derive the artificial hints used in this study, since we need to

represent both extremes of the situation: when the team provides either an accurate hint (one

that points to test cases that fail) which we call a good hint, or a poor hint (one that does

not point to any failure), which we call a bad hint. We define them with previous knowl-

edge about faults and failures collected from fault reports provided during the development

process.

Hint Definition

To define a bad hint is straightforward; we create a prioritization purpose with steps not

related to any fault and make sure that any of the filtered test cases reveal a fault. On the

other hand, a good hint must represent a scenario where the filtered test cases reveal a fault,

whereas not biasing the investigation. The definition of a good hint for this study followed a

systematic and manual approach:

• For a specific fault of a given model, composed by its cause and the test cases that fail

because of it, we define a prioritization purpose with the label of the edge more related

to the cause of the fault;

• If the whole set of test cases filtered by this prioritization purpose fails, using it can

bias the investigation, since a test case that fail would be chosen as the first one in

sequence proposed by HARP. Therefore, we add more edges related to the cause in

order to avoid this scenario;
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• If it is not possible to create a single prioritization purpose able to filter test cases that

fail and that not fail, we define other prioritization purpose related to the same hint and

we restart the process aiming at filtering a set of test cases that does not bias the study.

As an example of this approach, consider once more the login and password verification

system and the generated test suite in Table 2.1. Besides, assume that there is a fault on the

error message regarding the login verification, but it just manifests when this message appear

for more than once. The hint definition process begins by creating a prioritization purpose

with the label of a single transition related to the fault, which is “C - Invalid Login”. The

first row of Table 4.3 shows the filtered test cases and the proportion of them that fail. Since

we know that the fault just occurs when the user provide a nonexistent login at least twice in

a row, we can be even more precise by adding the same label twice. The second row in the

same table shows a prioritization purpose that specifies this condition case. However, note

that this prioritization purpose filters only the test case that reveal the fault, which bias the

study, because HARP would always place TC7 the in the first position in the prioritized test

suite. Thus, according to the aforementioned approach, “ * | C - Invalid Login | * ” is the

final prioritization purpose representing a good hint.

Table 4.3: Illustration of the good hint generation

Test Purpose Filtered Test Cases % TC Reveal Fault

“ * | C - Invalid Login | *” TC4, TC5, TC6, and TC7 25%

“ * | C - Invalid Login | *

| C - Invalid Login | * ”
TC7 100%

We use the proportion of test cases that fail among the filtered ones to judge how good a

hint is. Intuitively, for a bad hint 0% of the filtered set fail, on the other hand, following the

aforementioned approach to derive good hints leaded to a proportion between 20% and 50%.

These values represent the best prioritization purposes we are able to generate, considering

the selected use cases and test reports, and without being extreme, i.e. not filtering 100%

of the test cases and being equal to the baseline ARP technique, neither filtering one test

case that unveil the fault. We use this approach to define the possible values for a variable

investigated in this study.
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Investigated Variables

Since we want to evaluate the effects of the hint’s quality on HARP, observing variations

by adopting different functions that evaluate resemblance between test cases, we define the

following variables:

• Independent Variables

– Hint quality: good and bad hints;

– Resemblance function: Similarity function [15], and Jaccard distance func-

tion [38];

• Dependent Variable

– Average Percentage of Fault Detection - APFD

In addition to the variables and their possible values that defined HARP’s behavior during

the experiment, we also discuss the experiment objects, which are the set of systems, test

suites, and faults analyzed in this experiment.

Systems, Test Suites, and Faults

As experiment objects, we resort to two industrial systems: the Biometric Collector and the

Document Control1. Both systems were modeled through a set of LTS, representing their

use cases. The testing team generated the test cases for each use case using the same test case

generation algorithm, which traverses the LTS covering loops at most twice, and uploaded

them to a test case execution management tool - Testlink2. Then, we collected the test suites

and use them in our experiment. To the purpose of our investigation, we consider only the

ones that have at least one reported fault. They were reported by testers also using Testlink.

Thus, our systems, test suites and faults are:

• Biometric Collector
1Developed as part of a cooperation between Ingenico do Brasil and our research lab
2http://testlink.org/
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– CB01: which contains two faults, one revealed by two test cases, and the other

by a single test case;

– CB03: which contains one fault revealed by a single test case;

– CB04: which contains four faults, two revealed by two test cases each, and the

remaining two revealed by a single test case each;

– CB05: which contains three faults, one revealed by two test cases, and the re-

maining two revealed by a single test case each;

– CB06: which contains one fault revealed by a single test case.

• Document Control

– CD01: which contains two faults, one revealed by three test cases, and the other

by a single test case;

– CD02: which contains one fault revealed by a single test case;

– CD03: which contains one fault revealed by a singe test case;

– CD04: which contains two faults, revealed by a single test case each;

– CD05: which contains two faults, one revealed by three test cases, and the other

one by just a single test case.

Since our objective is to provide a hint and detect a related fault earlier in the testing

process, each experiment object is a pair < ts, f >, where ts is a test suite related to a

use case and f is a fault recorded by executing this test suite. For instance, for CB01, we

considered as objects both <CB01,Fault1> and <CB01,Fault2>. Thus, according to the list

of models and faults discussed previously, we worked with 19 experiment objects. Although

we are not able to provide the artifacts itself, Table 4.4 summarizes some metrics about them.

Planning and Design

Our experimental units are the pairs <HARP algorithm, resemblance function>, and the

treatments are both good and bad hints (defined using the process in Section 4.3.1) for each

pair < ts, f >. In order to increase precision and power of statistical analysis, we repeated

independently the application of each experimental unit and treatment to every experiment
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Table 4.4: Metrics about the artifacts used as experiment objects

Biometric Collector Document Control

CB01 CB03 CB04 CB05 CB06 CD01 CD02 CD03 CD04 CD05

Branches 9 9 11 17 4 7 7 5 2 9

Joins 3 3 4 11 0 4 4 5 2 9

Loops 2 2 1 6 0 2 2 0 1 0

Max Depth 12 20 36 32 14 22 22 12 14 12

Min Depth 8 4 14 12 6 10 10 10 14 10

Gen. TC 16 14 16 67 3 10 10 5 3 9

object 1000 times, according guidelines proposed by Arcuri and Briand [3]. Figure 4.1

presents the experiment overview.

10 LTS Models Fault Reports

<Model,Fault>

Test Suite

Good Hints

Bad Hints

HARP
bad

HARP
good

HARP
bad

HARP
good

1000 repetitions for 
each <model,fault> 

pair

19 pairs

Jac

Jac

Sim

Sim

APFD

Figure 4.1: Experiment Design Overview

Results and Analysis

In this section we present and discuss the results of the study. As a first insight about the

collected data, we perform a visual analysis (see Figure 4.2). From this figure we remark: i)

HARP with good hints is more accurate because of a more compact box plot, however we

notice some outliers; ii) it is already noticeable the difference between good and bad hints,

regardless the applied resemblance function; iii) both functions appear to have a similar

behavior across the levels of the variable hint quality.
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Figure 4.2: Boxplots of the raw data collected in the experiment execution.
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Considering both alternatives that receive good hints (HARPSimGood and HARPJac-

Good), one is able to notice some outliers, marked as small hollow dots in the respective

box plots. It happens mainly because the HARP’s candidate set generation may take many

iterations to select a hint related test case. It varies based on the sampled values from the

uniform random variable that guides the process; although very uncommon, these outliers

are not mistakes. Therefore, they must compose the sample to investigate the differences

through the effect sizes.

Effect Size Analysis To measure the effect sizes and hence properly compare the treat-

ments, we perform a set of parwise comparisons with the Â12 statistic and Table 4.5 the

calculated values.

Table 4.5: Effect sizes of pairwise comparisons

Function - Hint Technique B Â12 Effect Size

Similarity - Bad Similarity - Good 0.0713 Large

Similarity - Bad Jaccard - Bad 0.3628 Small

Similarity - Bad Jaccard - Good 0.1271 Large

Similarity - Good Jaccard - Bad 0.8484 Large

Similarity - Good Jaccard - Good 0.5801 Small

Jaccard - Bad Jaccard - Good 0.2237 Large

Addressing HARP_Q1, we evaluate the effect sizes separately between the pairs HARP-

SimBad | HARPSimGood and HARPJacBad | HARPJacGood, isolating the effects of each

resemblance function. The Â12 statistic value for these comparisons are 0.0713 and 0.2237

respectively, which suggests that on both comparisons the effect sizes are large favoring the

alternative with good hints; in other words:

The quality of a hint affects significantly HARP’s effectiveness.

As a further analysis, we observe whether the investigated resemblance functions act dif-

ferently during HARP operation. To do so, we compare the effect sizes of the pairs HARP-

SimBad | HARPJacBad and HARPSimGood | HARPJacGood, i.e. changing the resemblance
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function but keeping the level of the variable hint quality. The values for A statistic are

0.3628 and 0.58 respectively. Both values indicate a small effect size, although the first one

is close to the medium effect size threshold. Therefore, we do not have enough evidence to

affirm that any function is better or more indicated to be used in HARP, in other words both

functions express the same notion of resemblance. On the other hand, the similarity function

proposed by Coutinho et al. [15] already takes into consideration the particular context we

work, which is system level testing, with test suites based on labels representing user actions,

conditions and expected results, potentially generated through MBT approaches. Because of

that, we suggest using the similarity function proposed by Coutinho et al. instead of Jaccard

function.

Threats to Validity

We evaluate the validity of our experiment by discussing its threats and how we deal with

them. Concerning internal validity, the variation of APFD might be also affected by random

choices during the techniques execution. In order to deal with this threat, we repeat the

executions according to Arcuri and Briand’s work [3]. Besides, the execution order for each

technique in every repetition is defined randomly to ensure independence among them.

About construct validity, since we generate the hints based on prior knowledge about

faults and test cases that fail, the process of defining good and bad hints may be biased.

Aiming to mitigate this risk, we provide a systematic procedure to do that and we submit

both good and bad hints to all experimental units, in order to distribute evenly the effects on

them.

Concerning the external validity, even though we use real and industrial systems, a

sample with only two systems are not enough to provide proper generalization. Although we

were not able to generalize the results due to sample size, we try to be as most realistic as

possible by using models that represent the investigated systems, so we believe that similar

conclusions would hold for similar systems.
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4.3.2 Exploratory Case Study

After evaluating the hint’s quality in a controlled environment, in order to address our other

research questions, we compare the performance of HARP with our baseline, which is the

adaptive random prioritization technique proposed by Jiang et al. [38]. For the comparison,

we collected a set of hints from development teams using a questionnaire, and applied these

hints in an empirical comparison between both techniques, labeled as HARP and ARTJac

respectively.

Applied Questionnaire

Introducing the idea of getting information from the development team, we perform a ques-

tionnaire [1] to collect indications about portions of the system that suffered some occurrence

during its development, which are the hints, and investigate whether these hints are related

to faults. This is an observational method that helps to assess opinions and attitudes of a

sample of interest. In the following sections, we discuss its methodology and results.

Participants and Investigated Systems For this investigation, our population of interest

are small development teams that have an interaction with both industry and academy. There-

fore, we consider teams from two industrial projects of the Ingenico do Brasil3. SAFF is an

information system that manages status reports of embedded devices; and TMA is a system

that controls the execution of tests on a series of hardware parts and manages their results.

More details regarding these systems, as well as their behaviors, cannot be unveiled due to a

non-disclosure agreement (NDA).

Since it is hard to find available industrial development teams for participating on our

investigation, and as we do not intend to generalize the results for a larger population, we

establish a non-probability sampling strategy [42]. With that sample, we believe that

the teams performing in research laboratories in partnership with companies are well repre-

sented. Therefore, four members from SAFF and three from TMA, which are assigned in

the project during different intervals of time, compose our sample, as reported in Figure 4.3.

To select the target use cases, we checked the use case documents of both systems, which

are described using a natural language-based use case notation and previous system testing

3www.ingenico.com.br
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Figure 4.3: Summary about the questionnaire’s participants.

execution results. Among them, we select use cases that have at least one reported fault.

These reports consist of the test cases that fail and a cause of the failure in high level ab-

straction, instead of a bug in related code, since the context is system level testing. Among

the considered use cases, and aiming to keep a balanced design, we selected two of them for

each system. Note that there are seven participants and different numbers from both teams

participated; whereas for TMA the three participants worked in both use cases, for SAFF

one developer worked in one of the investigated use cases and other developer in another,

which leads to four participants.

The participants present different maturity levels, varying from undergraduate students

with development experience to professionals. SAFF is an ongoing project and it is been

under development for the last two years, whereas TMA for the last seven months. However,

one participant of each team started working on the project after it had started, which bal-

ances the participants experience in the projects. Figure 4.3b summarizes the time of activity

of the participants in their projects. Note that the participants acted on the development of the

use cases they responded the questionnaire about, using the model-based process described

by Jorge et al. [40], in other words the participants designed and/or implemented the use

cases considered in this study, therefore they actually faced the reported problems.

Questions and Related Information In order to address HARP_Q2 and HARP_Q3, we

devise a questionnaire intending to reveal three kinds of information:

• Experience: we ask the participant’s position in the team, and how long the partici-
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pant had been working in the project. The intention is to evaluate whether the team

experience affects the ability to give hints;

• Use case critical regions: we attach to the questionnaire the correspondent use case

document and we ask the participant to underline a region in the use case (a single step

or an entire flow) that he/she believes that was jeopardized during the development

activities before system level testing. For that, we instruct them to solely use his/her

experience acquired when implementing the use cases. Moreover, we ask them to pro-

vide possible reasons for the choice. We provided an initial list of reasons: Inherent

complexity – when the use case presented aspects that leaded to a complex implemen-

tation; Neglected due to schedule – when some other demand had to be satisfied in

advance and the schedule became shorter; and Already present any sort of problem

before – when the indicated step or flow presented a non-expected behavior in early

steps of development and unit testing. Besides, the participants are free to write down

any other reason they find adequate. Comparing the answers of this question with the

faults and failures reported, we are able to know if it is really possible to gather good

hints;

• How time-consuming and hard was to perform the task: we also ask to measure the

time in minutes they spend to read the attached artifacts and to answer the question-

naire, and whether the participant considers it difficult to read the provided use case

document and to answer the related questions. We want to evaluate whether the whole

process to obtain hints is feasible.

Collected Data and Results In order to address HARP_Q2, we resort to the portion of

the questionnaire in which the participants underline their hints and explain their reasons.

We guide our analysis by observing whether the major part of the participants indicate the

same portions with the same reason. A summary of this analysis is available in Table 4.6,

and the bold face cells mark the situations that the participants assign the same hint, i.e. they

indicated the same portion of the use case and the same cause.

Considering the Use Case 1 from SAFF (UC1), the participants report an inherent com-

plexity problem hint, but two of them point the same step. Analyzing the fault report related
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Table 4.6: The indications collected from the questionnaires, as well as their reasons. In bold

we highlight regions that a majority is achieved.

Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3

SAFF

UC1
Base Flow/Step 4 Base Flow/Step 3 Base Flow/Step 4

Inherent Complexity Inherent Complexity Inherent Complexity

UC2
Exception Flow 1/Step 7 Exception Flow 1 Exception Flow 1

Previous Problems Inherent Complexity Inherent Complexity

TMA

UC1
Alternative Flow 4/Step 1 Base Flow/Step 4 Base Flow/Step 4

Inherent Complexity Inherent Complexity Inherent Complexity

UC2
– Precondition Precondition

No Difficulty No Difficulty No Difficulty

to this use case, we verify that the step pointed by the majority of the participants is directly

related to a fault. In turn, for the Use Case 2 (UC2), there are divergences about the reasons

of the indications. Two participants report an inherent complexity whereas the other assigned

it to problems that already appeared during the development and that is not unveiled on early

tests (unit testing). However, when relating it to the actual fault, all participants success-

fully report the same flow, and it is also related to a fault. Therefore, for this use case, the

participants also provide a useful hint.

Now, considering the first use case (UC1) of TMA project, the participants report that an

inherent complexity regarding the underlined region could be the source of some problem.

Two of them point the same step in the base flow and this step is related to a fault, according

to the fault reports. On the other hand, concerning Use Case 2, a different but possible

scenario emerges. Every participant wrote freely that they had no difficulty developing this

use case, but two of them report the use case’s precondition as the most affected region, and

the other one do not provide any hint. The fault report contained a fault for this use case, but

it is not related to the provided answers. In a conversation out of investigation they discussed

that the related precondition is hard to be satisfied, since some network requirements should

be met. This is a situation that requires further investigation, since it is hard to measure how

a precondition can be related to fault detection.
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Considering the use cases where a majority of participants indicate the same portion with

the same cause, allied to the fact that every participant worked in the respective use case, in

three out of four, they provide a good hint, i.e., a region that actually contained a fault.

Therefore, based on our results, we are able to infer that:

Members of development teams, with similar characteristics than the investigated here,

may provide good hints about functionalities that they have worked with, but it is

necessary to observe whether the members agree on their conclusions.

To address HARP_Q3, we analyze the measurements in minutes collected from the ques-

tionnaires and the answer of a question about how hard they think that is to perform the ques-

tionnaire. All participants found the task of finding error-prone regions in a use case easy

to perform. Moreover, the whole questionnaire was applied on an average of 4.17 minutes

when considering the SAFF use cases, and 3.67 for the TMA ones.

Considering these results, we suggest that:

The impact of using this approach to collect hints in other projects with similar

characteristics tend to be low.

The most direct way of collecting those hints is how we did in this questionnaire, which

was asking directly developers and managers to point the steps from the use case. Simi-

lar questionnaires could be also used in other industrial projects without much effort. We

believe these questionnaires should be handed right between a development and a system

testing stage, which is the moment the team still has fresh knowledge regarding what was

recently developed. Alternatively, these hints could be collected iteratively during the devel-

opment phase and then used right before the test case execution to prioritize the system level

test cases. Moreover, we believe that would be possible to collect the same information in

different ways, for instance including them in commit messages, which enables automatic

collection.

With the collected responses, we generated hints manually, encoding them in priori-

tization purposes according the description in Section 4.1, in order to feed the empirical

comparison between HARP and ARPJac.
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Table 4.7: Metrics about the test suites investigated in the case study. We measure the

shortest and longest test cases in amount of steps, expected results and conditions that the

test case describes.

System #TC Shortest TC Longest TC #Faults #TC that fail #TC filtered by hint

SAFF 60 3 89 9 13 6

TMA 32 7 41 5 8 8

Planning and Design

We followed the system testing activities on SAFF and TMA systems, which comprised

executing manually the available test cases on the systems, which ran on small terminals

with a proprietary operational system, and recording their results, associating the test cases

that failed and a cause described in a high level of abstraction. Therefore, we collected these

artifacts and use them in our case study. To illustrate the dimensions of the executed test

suites, Table 4.7 summarizes relevant testing related metrics.

Note that the number of hints for each system is different because, as a result of the

questionnaire, there was a use case in TMA system where the participants did not report any

problem, therefore we consider just the hint for use case 1.

In this case study, just HARP uses hints to guide its operation, and both techniques

take the two aforementioned test suites as input. We need to repeat the executions of these

techniques because they both make random choices. Therefore, we run each technique 1000

times independently with the same input, as suggested by Arcuri and Briand [3].

As measure of fault detection capability, instead of measuring the APFD, which takes

into consideration the detection rate of all faults that the test suite is able to unveil, we use

F-Measure [91], which considers the ability of detecting the first fault. A test case reveals

a fault when it fails, in other words, when the system produces outputs different from the

expected. We are using F-Measure instead of APFD because the participants provided just a

single hint for each use case in the questionnaire and when applying this hints in the whole

test suite, would be unfair that the other use cases not investigated affect the measurements.
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Results and Analysis

A visual representation of the collected data is depicted in Figure 4.4. Besides HARP and

ARTJac, we added the Random technique as a lower boundary for techniques’ performance.

A good performance presents a low F-Measure value, which ranges between 0, when the

first test case already reveals a fault, to n − 1, when the last test case reveals a fault. Since

both test suites have different sizes, we analyze both of them separately.

Regarding SAFF, based on how spread are the boxplots in Figure 4.4a, HARP presents a

more accurate performance than the other two techniques, presenting fewer outliers; however

visually it is not possible to conclude which of the techniques present the lowest F-Measure.

By calculating the effect size of the comparison between HARP and ARTJac we obtain

0.4106 favoring HARP, but with a small effect size. It suggests small gains through the

application of HARP.
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(a) Boxplot with the results from SAFF system
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(b) Boxplot with the results from TMA system

Figure 4.4: Summary about the collected data.

On the other hand, analyzing visually the boxplots from Figure 4.4b, the improvements

either in accuracy or in earlier fault detection are clearer. The effect size measurement of

the comparison between them is 0.2442, which means a large effect favoring HARP. Thus,

considering these two systems and addressing HARP_Q4:
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Considering the available sample, HARP is able to outperform ARTJac when using

actual hints.

Even though the small differences between the techniques regarding the median of F-

Measure, which are the lines in the center of the boxplots in Figure 4.4, this difference may

still provide significant savings in the MBT context and in a context with manual test case

execution. For instance, during the development of the systems considered in our evaluation,

reports of the test case execution show they took between 8-60 minutes, including setup,

evaluation, and recording the results using tools. In general, a single test case execution took

16-27 minutes and any reduction in the amount of test cases executed before revealing faults

is representative, in a process point of view.

Threats to Validity

In this section, we discuss aspects that may represent some limitations of case study. To do

so, we discuss separately the questionnaire and the comparison itself.

Regarding the questionnaire, when analyzing our results, we must be aware that the par-

ticipants answered the questionnaire after the use cases were implemented. Therefore, we

rely on their memory regarding the system. To reduce the learning effect and the mem-

ory bias, we asked about critical regions and not explicitly about steps and/or flows that

could contain faults. The relationship between the responses from the questionnaire and the

revealed faults was established afterwards by comparing both artifacts. Moreover, as we in-

tended to investigate developers from projects mixing undergraduates and professionals in

cooperation with industry, we were limited to a small and selective sample.

Due to our limited sampling strategy, we are not able to generalize our results to dif-

ferent contexts. However, since all elements involved in this study were generated on real

projects (e.g., real developers, systems, and use cases), we believe our results are still valid.

Nonetheless, our results suggest that similar questionnaires can be used in different contexts.

The sampling strategy and size also affected the comparison itself. We are not able to

draw more general conclusions due to the low number of systems in our case study, however

both systems are industrial. Moreover, the hints were provided by the actual development

teams. Although we use two hints from SAFF and one from TMA, we are sure that the hints
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were given by people that really worked in these use cases. Therefore, to reduce the effect of

the other use cases’ faults in the ability of reveal faults, we use F-Measure instead of APFD

in the case study.

4.4 Chapter Final Remarks

In this chapter we report details about HARP, including: what are the hints and how they

are encoded; how HARP uses them, as well as details of HARP’s operation; a thorough

asymptotic analysis of its algorithm; and a running example considering a test suite already

explored on previous moments in the document in order to illustrate its operation. The

differences between HARP and its bottom line, which is the original Adaptive Random Pri-

oritization strategy, are now clear, including the aspects we intervened and the reduced effect

of random choices.

Furthermore, we report two studies. The first one an experiment evaluating the effect of

hints’ quality on the effectiveness of HARP, and the second one is a case study comparing

HARP with the original adaptive random prioritization, using actual hints collected from

two development teams. Whereas the experiment suggests that HARP is affected by hints’

quality, the case study shows that development teams may provide hints able to improve

HARP’s effectiveness in comparison with its baseline.

Regarding scalability, note that the two investigated test suites, SAFF and TMA, contain

60 and 32 test cases respectively (see Table 4.7). It is already a substantial number of test

cases, mainly considering manual execution, but we believe that for much larger test suites,

the cost of applying HARP could increase due to the hint collection process. If it is turned

to an automatic process, for instance based on analyzing commit messages, this cost would

be alleviated. Therefore, we argue that the limitations for applying HARP are more related

to the hint collection process than the size of test suites to prioritize.

Thus, based on the results of both studies, we suggest using HARP just with hints pointed

by a majority of the team members, thereby we believe that situations that a bad hint mis-

guide HARP’s operation are minimized. For the situations we suggest not using the collected

hints, i.e. when we believe that a hint could misguide HARP’s execution instead of being

helpful, we propose another technique whose details we discuss in the next chapter.



Chapter 5

Clustering System Test Cases for Test

Case Prioritization - CRISPy

Motivated by the results presented by other researches on clustering and software testing, ex-

ploring another underlying strategy to approach TCP, and aiming at complementing HARP’s

usage, we propose CRISPy. The investigation discussed in this chapter addresses our fourth

research question, which is:

(RQ4) How can we prioritize test suites, even when the expertise available is not

enough to guide TCP, i.e. what to do when this expertise would hinder instead

of being useful?

CRISPy is targeted for black-box system test suites and operates without expert interven-

tion. Whereas HARP focuses on MBT test suites, CRISPy does not make this assumption,

trying to generalize for a more general manual black-box system testing context. Besides,

CRISPy also tries to diversify the steps covered by the available test cases using a notion of

distance.

As we discussed in Chapter 3, techniques with random choices are less affected by char-

acteristics of test cases that fail, specifically their size, since they do not apply judgment

based on these characteristics; on the other hand, they present a certain lack of accuracy. In

this way, we resort to a cluster technique that is not affected by random choices, and there-

fore it might present more accurate results. Besides, it uses functions that do not judge the

distance of test cases based on their sizes, for instance Jaccard or Levenshtein distance.

99
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In the next sections we present: the proposed algorithm (Section 5.1), as well as a running

example to illustrate its operation; the empirical evaluation (Section 5.2), where we presented

planning, results, and validity of our studies; and finally the final remarks (Section 5.3).

5.1 Proposed Algorithm

CRISPy uses a different way of inserting variability to the TCP process, which is grouping

similar test cases together using a clustering strategy, and sampling them observing their

sizes. We understand that it could also be a way of being biased by the size of test cases that

fail, but we believe that the choice of distance functions, and the clustering process itself,

may keep this bias reduced.

CRISPy comprises five major steps: calculating pairwise distances between the input test

cases; calculating the limit distance, which is how close two clusters should be to be merged

together, using the distances and a threshold; cluster definition following the Agglomerative

Hierarchic Clustering (AHC); and the Interleaved Clustering Prioritization (ICP), which put

clusters and test cases in order.

5.1.1 Cluster Creation and Thresholds

Following Algorithm 11, in order to calculate the distance between the pairs of test cases

(Line 3), the algorithm uses a distance function and stores the values is a matrix. It is a

distance function because low values mean that the compared test cases are similar and

high values mean that the test cases are different. Besides, the function does not need to

return normalized values, since next step takes care about that. We experiment three different

distance functions on our empirical studies, which will be detailed afterwards.

At this point, the algorithm has already calculated the minimum and maximum distances

and, in Line 4, we define a range of values representing the most similar test cases. The

distance threshold is a percentage that defines the size of this range by normalizing the

distances. If we define a small distance threshold, say 0.1 or 10%, the range is very narrow,

which means that few clusters will be merged in the next step, ending up with several small

clusters; otherwise defining a high threshold, say 0.7 or 70%, the algorithm tends to merge

the majority of the clusters together.
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Algorithm 11 The main procedure.

1: function PRIORITIZE_CRISPY(U_TS) ⊲ U_TS is the not yet prioritized test suite

2: prioritizedSequence← []

3: dMatrix← calculatePairwiseDistances(U_TS)

4: limDist = minDist+ [(maxDist−minDist) · threshold]

5: clusters← AHC(U_TS, limDist)

6: for all c ∈ clusters do ⊲ intra-cluster prioritization

7: c.sort()

8: end for

9: clusters.sort() ⊲ inter-cluster prioritization

10: i← 1

11: while clusters.size() > 0 do

12: next← clusters[i, 1] ⊲ Selects the first test case from i-th cluster

13: prioritizedSequence← next

14: clusters[i].remove(next)

15: if clusters[i].size() == 0 then

16: clusters.remove(i)

17: end if

18: i← (i+ 1) % clusters.size() ⊲ Interleaves clusters that still contain test cases

19: end while

20: return prioritizedSequence

21: end function
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The next step is to calculate the clusters using AHC, illustrated in Algorithm 12. The

main idea is to begin with unitary clusters, one for each test case (Line 3-5), try to find a pair

of clusters close enough to be merged, i.e. if the distance between these two clusters falls in

the range [minDist, limDist], and then merge them (Line 7-9). In order to be conservative,

we consider the distance between two clusters as the minimum among the test cases from

both clusters.

Algorithm 12 Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering.

1: function AHC(U_TS, limDist) ⊲ limDist how close clusters should be to be merged

2: clusters← ∅

3: for all tc ∈ U_TS do

4: clusters.add(cluster(tc)) ⊲ One cluster for each test case

5: end for

6: closeClusters← true

7: while closeClusters do

8: closeClusters← fusePairClusters(clusters, limDist)

9: end while

10: return clusters

11: end function

5.1.2 Clusters and Test Case Prioritization

Following the steps after the AHC in Algorithm 11, it performs the ICP with the clusters

calculated in the previous step. It prioritizes test cases from each cluster (intra-cluster pri-

oritization, Lines 6-8), then prioritizes the clusters (inter-cluster prioritization Line 9), and

finally interleaves the first test cases from the clusters (Lines 11-19), always respecting both

inter and intra cluster orders. Regarding intra-cluster prioritization, the algorithm sorts de-

creasingly the test cases by their size, i.e. test cases containing more steps have preference

over the shorter ones within each cluster. Similarly, regarding inter-cluster prioritization, the

algorithm sorts the clusters decreasingly by the average size of their test cases.

Note that we took measures to implement a stable algorithm aiming to reduce the effect

of random choices, e.g. both intra and inter cluster sorting are stable. At the same time, we
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are trying to increase the chances of detecting faults by giving preference to longer test cases

from each cluster. Note that after the clusters are assembled, interleaving longer test cases

from each cluster leads to diversification. At the same time, we understand that it could also

be a way of being biased by the size of test cases that fail, but we believe that the choice of

distance functions keeps it controlled.

5.1.3 Asymptotic Analysis

In order to provide a more general evaluation of CRISPy’s algorithm, we analyze its asymp-

totic bounds. Consider a test suite with n elements and, for simplification, assume that the

test cases from the original test suite have the same size, t. The execution time for every step

is as follows:

1. calculatePairwiseDistances: In order to calculate the pairwise distances of

the test cases to be prioritized, this function assembles a n× n matrix and fills one of

the diagonals with the distances between every pair of test cases, since most distance

functions are commutative. Therefore the cost of filling the matrix is
O(n2)

2
· d, where

d is the evaluation cost of the distance function. Assuming this cost as a function of

the sizes of the compared test cases, the total cost is t ·
O(n2)

2
or t ·O(n2);

2. AHC: The Agglomerative Hierarquical Clustering is a classic algorithm, which oper-

ates in O(n2 log(n));

3. Cluster sorting: For this task, there are two levels of sorting, the intra-cluster

sorting depending on the size of each cluster, and the inter-cluster sorting depending

on the number of clusters formed. The worst case cost is when just a single cluster is

formed, which leads to cost n log n from a classic sorting algorithm;

4. ICP: To interleave the sorted test cases from the sorted clusters is always a matter of

performing n operations, since every test case must be in the prioritized sequence;

5. prioritize_CRISPy: This is the main function, which calls the other ones to

prioritize the input test suite, therefore its cost is CRISPy’s total execution cost. The

total cost is: t ·O(n2) +O(n2 log(n)) + n log n+ n, which is equals to O(n2 log(n)).
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5.1.4 Running Example

To illustrate its operation, we follow a running example on the same test suite we used for

the previous technique (refer to Table 1.1). Notice that the test cases always begin from the

step “Show the login and password screen” and follow their steps, which means that they

present redundancy. In our example, we demonstrate the execution using Jaccard function

with a threshold of 0.4 or (40%).

Each point in Figure 5.1 represents the distance of a pair of test cases from our example.

The minimum distance is d(TC_4, TC_6) = 0, the maximum is d(TC_2, TC_7) = 0.75,

and since the considered threshold is 0.4, the distance range is [0, 0.3].
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Figure 5.1: Graphical demonstration of the Jaccard distances between test cases.

Figure 5.2 summarizes each step of the merging process. One can notice, for instance,

when the algorithm tries to merge clusters {TC1, TC2, TC5} and {TC3, TC4, TC6}, the

minimum distance is d(TC2, TC3) = 0.2, then in the next step, they appear in the same
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cluster. On the other hand, the minimum distance between any other test case and TC7 is

0.5, which is greater than the limit distance, therefore it will be placed alone in a cluster, as

in the last step in the aforementioned figure.
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Figure 5.2: Graphical demonstration of the cluster merging step.

On our example, CRISPy suggests the sequence

[TC2, TC7, TC3, TC5, TC6, TC4, TC1] as final result.

5.2 Empirical Evaluation

We intend to provide two degrees of assessment, one regarding the effectiveness of the pro-

posed technique in comparison to other techniques from the literature, and other with respect

to which aspects one could modify the proposed technique aiming at tuning it. Therefore,

we investigate the following research questions:

• CRISPY_Q1 - How does CRISPy perform in comparison to other TCP tech-

niques in the same context? We perform this comparison with a basic configuration

of CRISPy in order to show its capabilities;

• CRISPY_Q2 - Regarding tuning, to what extent different distance functions and

thresholds affect the performance of the proposed technique? On clustering tech-
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niques, modifying attributes in order to represent better the notion of distance is often

a way of tuning.

• CRISPY_Q3 - How CRISPy perform in comparison with HARP, considering

hints with different qualities? We investigate that in order to demonstrate the ability

of CRISPy to complement HARP in situations that collected hints are not indicated to

be used.

To address these research questions, we perform three separate studies. For CRISPY_Q1,

we set up an empirical comparison involving a relevant set of techniques, including CRISPy,

evaluating their ability of revealing faults (see Section 5.2.1). To address CRISPY_Q2

we perform an experiment, evaluating the effect of different distance functions and dis-

tance thresholds on the performance of our technique (Section 5.2.2). In order to answer

CRISPY_Q3, we repeat the experiment reported in Section 4.3.1, but adding CRISPy, aim-

ing at verifying how it compares to HARP performing with good and bad hints (refer to

Section 5.2.3).

As a supplementary source of details and a place to gather images, data, and data analysis

scripts, improving the reproducibility of our study, we prepared a specific sub page in our

companion site, available at https://goo.gl/mQGmJL.

5.2.1 Comparative Case Study

To address our first research question regarding CRISPy, we carry out an empirical compar-

ison using a set of 17 test suites, related to six different systems. We compared CRISPy with

several other techniques, which adopt different strategies to solve the TCP problem.

Investigated Variables

In order to answer CRISPY_Q1, we configure CRISPy using Jaccard distance as distance

function and using a distance threshold of 40%. We have done so because Jaccard function

already appear on this study on other technique and we do not want other source of variation.

Besides, this threshold seems reasonable to make sure that the similar test cases be together

in the same clusters, but being conservative at the same time.

For this comparison we control and observe the following variables:
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• Independent Variables

– TCP techniques: opt, rand, RA, SD, PC, ARPJac, Fuzzy, CRISPy;

– Test Suites: the same set of 17 test suites involved in the study reported in Chap-

ter 3, whose details are in Table 3.1.

• Dependent Variable

– Average Percentage of Fault Detection - APFD

All these techniques, detailed in Chapter 2, receive the same artifact as input, which is a

test suite, and provide a prioritized test suite as result.

Planning and Design

Since the objective is to compare the techniques, we execute each one of them with every test

suite as input, submitting the techniques to the same workload. Although our technique is

deterministic, several others rely on random choices. Therefore, we execute all of them 1000

independently scheduled times to observe better the trends among the possible results [3],

which suggests a balanced design. For each repetition, the execution order for the techniques

is defined randomly to reduce any bias related to the execution environment, and we measure

their effectiveness through APFD.

Results and Analysis

Figure 5.3 provides an overview of every technique. Test suites are an important source of

variation, since even Opt varies and the other techniques present a stretched box plot. As we

already would expect, techniques based on some random choice (ARPJac, Fuzzy, Rand)

present greater variation. On the other hand, excluding Opt, Crispy and PC present smaller

variations, which means less variation across test suites. We argue that this variation is a sign

that we still need to understand and control more aspects of the test suites/systems to provide

a more precise assessment.

Verifying assumptions for using parametric tests, by visual analysis of q-q plots, normal-

ity tests (Anderson-Darling, Cramér-von Mises, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov) and variance
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Figure 5.3: Box plot with the samples from each technique, showing their medians and

spreading.

test (Fligner-Killeen), we do not have evidence to support neither the normality of residuals

nor equivalence of variances (homoscedasticity). Therefore, since we have a representative

sample size, we proceed with non-parametric analysis.

To compare the performances of the techniques, we resort to pairwise Mann-Whitney

tests and effect size analysis through the Â12 statistic [67, 85], which assesses the samples,

suggest the one that present the higher performance and suggests how relevant this differ-

ence is. Regarding the results of Mann-Whitney tests from Table 5.1, only three pairs of

techniques are comparable and one of them (PC and RA) present a high p − value. On the

other hand, regarding effect size analysis and complementing the visual analysis from Fig-

ure 5.3, Crispy is the only technique that has advantage over all the others (excluding Opt);

in comparison with Rand and SD, the effect sizes are very close to the medium effect size

(the limit value is 0.64).

Even though all effect sizes measured are considered small, considering the high costs of

manual setup and execution, and the lack of complementary information, any improvement

on fault detection would be a benefit to testing teams. Therefore:
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Table 5.1: Nonparametric pairwise comparisons: dark grey (upper right) area are the effect

sizes calculated by Â12(i, j), where i is the technique from the row and j is the one from the

column. Analogously, the light grey (lower left) area contains the p-values of Mann-Whitney

tests comparing j and i. We omitted the values with lower orders of magnitude to improve

visualisation.

ARPJac Crispy Fuzzy PC RA Rand SD

ARPJac 0.388 0.423 0.413 0.431 0.528 0.494

Crispy 0.539 0.527 0.527 0.631 0.602

Fuzzy 0.488 0.494 0.597 0.568

PC 0.498 0.604 0.576

RA 0.074 0.654 0.592 0.566

Rand 0.466

SD 0.079

Even a standard configuration of CRISPy performs slightly better than the other TCP

techniques considered in this comparison.

Besides, we still need to investigate other variations on CRISPy, in order to improve

its ability of proposing better general results. The first investigation is presented in Sec-

tion 5.2.2.

Threats to Validity

We evaluate the validity of this study by pointing aspects that could hinder it and discussing

our practices to alleviate them. Regarding construct validity, we sampled the TCP tech-

niques to be compared by relevance on previous researches and by their ability of represent-

ing our context of interest; we did not compare with HARP because we did not collect hints

for every test suite available.

In terms of internal validity, we implemented and tested carefully our implementation,

the other techniques, as well as the rest of our experiment environment. This whole structure

was developed in Java and was instrumented to export the data for human readable text files,

ready to be analyzed by our R script.
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With respect to conclusion validity, we provided analysis of statistical and practical sig-

nificance. To do so, we tested the samples for parametric analysis, reported results consider-

ing the whole distributions and in isolation by test suite, and provided effect size analysis.

Regarding external validity, since we evaluated 17 test suites from six different systems,

we are still not able to generalize our findings for other systems from different companies

and diverse domains. We understand that having a more diversified selection of test suites

suitable for system testing and manual execution, from different domains and companies, is

needed before we can suggest more robust and general results.

5.2.2 Experiment on Tuning Potential

In the first moment of our evaluation, we configured CRISPy with a simple and conservative

set of parameters, in order to provide a first insight about its effectiveness. However, we

understand that depending on the elements compared, a clustering strategy could benefit

from tuning. In this study, we control two factors that guide CRISPy’s execution, which

are the functions that calculate the distances between pairs of test cases, and the distance

thresholds, which define how close two test cases need to be from each other to be placed in

the same cluster.

Investigated Variables

Since we exercise the same algorithm and we fix this variable, in order to tune it, we change

their configuration parameters, which are:

• Independent Variables and factors

– Distance function: Jaccard, Levenshtein (edit) distance, and the

Normalized Compression Distance (NCD);

– Distance threshold: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5.

• Dependent Variable

– Average Percentage of Fault Detection - APFD
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As we already discussed in Section 5.1, the only test artifact it takes as input is the test

suite. Therefore, we use the same 17 test suites, related to six different systems, already used

in Chapter 3 and in our previous study in this chapter.

Planning and Design

Since the objective is tuning CRISPy, considering the same implementation, we configure

it with each pairwise combination of both factors and execute them using the same 17 test

suites, as in the previous setup. We intend to investigate the effect of each factor on CRISPy,

proposing a combination of them able to improve its ability of revealing faults.

Results and Analysis

We follow a similar strategy to analyze data regarding CRISPY_Q2. Verifying the assump-

tions for parametric tests, normality of residuals and equivalence of variances, we have no

evidence to support that the residuals follow normal distribution. Since every sample is a

configuration of the same base algorithm and each of them is submitted to the same work-

load, as expected, they present similar variances (p-value of 0.998 of a Fligner-Killeen test).

Therefore, we also followed a non-parametric strategy, because the samples just have 17 data

points, one for each test suite.

By checking the box plots with Crispy samples configured with different distance func-

tions and thresholds in Figure 5.4, one can notice that Levenshtein function presents a greater

skew to higher values than the other functions, even though the whole distributions seem sim-

ilar. Since we are evaluating the configurations with the same workload, we already expect

that something similar to it could happen. Levenshtein function is more sensitive to differ-

ences on strings than Jaccard and NCD, because it calculates the operations to transform

one string on other. Therefore, considering that the test cases on our context are mainly se-

quences of human readable strings, we argue that Levenshtein function is slightly better on

representing test case distances.

Regarding the Thresholds, refer to Figure 5.4, Crispy configured with 0.1 and 0.4 present

similar skewness in contrast to the others. Since the hierarchic clustering begins with a

test case in each cluster and tries to merge them according to the threshold of distances,

the algorithm with 0.1 threshold merges few clusters, as depicted in Figure 5.5, and the
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the number of generated clusters, for each distance threshold. Notice that the variables are

directly related.
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hierarchic clustering is almost as not clustering at all. Therefore, we argue that particular

characteristics from test suites affected that result. On the other hand, the 0.4 we notice the

formation of different numbers of clusters across the test suites, which also evidences that

fixing the amount of clusters could be a problem for traditional clustering on TCP. Thus,

we argue that being radical, i.e. several small clusters versus few big clusters, is not a good

strategy in our context. Summarizing:

The distance function should be defined taking into consideration the kind of test suite

to be compared. Besides, distance thresholds around 0.4 seem to be reasonable to avoid

extreme situations regarding test suite size versus number of clusters.

Threats to Validity

As the other studies reported in this thesis, we evaluate its validity by discussing limita-

tions and how we address them. Regarding construct validity, observe that the variable

distance function presents several other possibilities than the investigated on this study. To

limit the treatments, but keeping it still representative, we also sampled them based on results

from previous research that point them as good candidates for the comparison between test

cases. Furthermore, even though the factor distance threshold ranges from 0 to 1, we just

considered values below 50% as treatments because from that point on, we would put most

test cases in a single cluster, which jeopardizes the prioritization strategy.

In terms of internal validity, we implemented and tested carefully our implementation,

as well as the data analysis script. Although we controlled the only two variable parameters

of the hierarchic clustering, we know that other aspects could also affect CRISPy’s result,

for instance the intra and inter cluster prioritization. Here we keep them fixed to reduce this

effect and we intend to investigate it in future work.

With respect to conclusion validity, we provided analysis of statistical and practical sig-

nificance for both studies. To do so, we tested the samples for parametric analysis, reported

results considering the whole distributions and in isolation by test suite, and provided further

analysis on the number of generated clusters trying to explain effects from the investigated

test suites.
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Regarding external validity, since we evaluated 17 test suites from six different systems,

we are still not able to generalize our findings for other systems from different companies

and domains. We only can propose more robust and general results upon having a more

diversified selection of test suites suitable for system testing and manual execution, from

different domains and companies.

5.2.3 Experiment Comparing CRISPy to HARP

Our third study regarding CRISPy’s evaluation focus on addressing CRISPY_Q3. Here we

repeat the study reported in Section 4.3.1, in which we defined bad and good hints using

a manual and systematic process, adding CRISPy to this structure. We do that in order to

observe whether we can suggest using CRISPy when HARP is not indicated, in other words

whether CRISPy performs better than HARP with bad hints.

The aforementioned study already suggests that HARP really performs better with good

hints, which is showed by a large effect size for all comparisons, regardless the distance

function used. Our initial hypothesis is that CRISPy performs better than HARP with bad

hints, which would be an indication that they are complementary.

Investigated Variables

Already following the indications from previous studies, we just consider the similarity func-

tion for HARP and Levenshtein function for CRISPy. Besides, we use the same process to

derive good and bad hints from the same test suites investigated in the original study. There-

fore, our variables are:

• Independent Variables

– Hint quality: good and bad hints;

– Proposed TCP techniques: HARP and CRISPy;

• Dependent Variable

– Average Percentage of Fault Detection - APFD
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Planning and Design

Observe that we are not able to apply the derived hints to CRISPy, because it assumes that

they are not useful; therefore, we just apply them to HARP, creating HARPGood, HARP-

Bad and CRISPy as compared techniques. Then we submit them to each one of the ten

available test suites.

Since CRISPy is deterministic, we just need to execute it once with each test suite; on

the other hand, we repeat HARPGood and HARPBad 1000 times for each test suite, in order

to observe any performance trend [3].

Results and Analysis

In order to provide a more general view of the data collected from the three combinations

evaluated here, Figure 5.6 contains side by side box plots. It is already clear the superiority

of HARPGood, as we expected; on the other hand, just comparing their medians, CRISPy

performs better than HARPBad. Since they are close to each other, we should investigate

how significant is the difference.
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Figure 5.6: Box plots showing samples of the investigated techniques.

Analyzing the effect size of these differences through the Â12 statistic, for the compar-
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isons HARPBad | HARPGood, CRISPy | HARPBad, and CRISPy | HARPGood we have

0.0694, 0.6828, and 0.242 respectively. These results confirm the large effect size of the

comparisons favoring HARPGood over the other two techniques; besides it also suggests

that the effect size is medium favoring CRISPy over HARPBad.

Since CRISPy, which does not use any kind of secondary information perform signifi-

cantly better than HARP misguided by bad hints, we can suggest using it when hints are not

useful, in other words:

When hints are not available or when developers and managers do not agree about

them, we discourage applying them on HARP and using CRISPy instead.

Threats to Validity

As the other studies, we assess the validity of this one by discussing their limitations and how

we deal with them. With respect to construct validity, we have the notion of bad and good

hints, derived with previous awareness about fault and failures. As we already discussed in

the original study, we provided a systematic procedure to derive the hints, trying to be less

biased as possible.

Regarding conclusion validity, we repeated HARPGood and HARPBad 1000 times to

observe the tendencies, whereas CRISPy just was run once. It would be a major problem if

we have performed paired tests; since we just perform visual comparisons and non paramet-

ric effect size analysis, it does not violate any assumption.

Concerning external validity, we used test suites and faults from two industrial systems,

which is not enough to provide the desired degree of generalization. Therefore, we expect

that our findings should hold for systems and test suites with similar characteristics than the

ones investigated.

5.3 Chapter Final Remarks

In this chapter, we report details about CRISPy including, its algorithm, a running example,

and the empirical investigation on its effectiveness. It is a clustering-based technique, which
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focuses on grouping similar test cases, according to some distance function, and interleaving

test cases from each cluster.

We performed three studies to evaluate its performance: a case study comparing a basic

version of it against a selection of techniques, including other clustering technique; an ex-

periment evaluating the effect of different distance functions and thresholds; and a repetition

of a study already performed to evaluate our other technique, but now involving CRISPy.

The results of our studies suggest that, even in a standard setup, CRISPy is able to out-

perform other techniques, but we still need to control other sources of variation in order to

draw more general conclusions. Regarding tuning, we found out that depending on the struc-

ture and representation of the test suites available, a distance function able to represent better

the resemblance among them benefits CRISPy. Regarding scalability, we believe CRISPy

would perform well even with larger test suites, since it just takes as input a test suite to be

prioritized and during the empirical studies each execution took few milliseconds.

Furthermore, in comparison to HARP, CRISPy performs better when just bad hints are

available, which means that it complements HARP when the development team does not

agree about the collected hints.



Chapter 6

Literature Review

We began discussing the related literature in Section 2.3.1, by detailing several TCP tech-

niques that integrated our operation environment for empirical studies. Taking into account

the initial set of papers investigated, identified as result of a systematic mapping [62], we

analyze the recent literature that cites them using Google Scholar. Even though we do not

perform a fully systematic review, we believe we cover the relevant literature regarding our

research context.

The Test Case Prioritization problem has been investigated in several levels of testing,

with different kinds of test case design; however, most of TCP techniques already proposed

focus on code-based test suites and the regression testing context [12, 23, 47]. Authors ex-

plore different strategies to solve the TCP problem, including greedy reasoning [21, 55],

risk analysis [79, 80], adaptive random [37, 38, 91], and soft computing methods, as genetic

algorithms [34, 57, 69], clustering [9, 89], search algorithms [52].

There is a common assumption in the TCP context focusing on fault detection, which is:

techniques assume that covering structural elements as soon as possible increases the chances

of revealing faults earlier in the testing process [12, 77]. As example of these structural

elements, we have statements, if-else branches, and functions from code-based research, and

steps, branches, actions of the UML activity diagram from model-based research. In this

research we also work with this assumption; besides, as already discussed earlier in this

thesis, we also consider that historical information regarding previous test executions is not

available, and that test cases are targeted for manual execution. Therefore, we need to explore

other sources of information in order to solve the TCP problem. We survey the research on

118
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black-box TCP techniques, including the model-based ones, and on cluster-based testing

techniques. Complementing the details already provided in Section 2.3.1, we discuss the

main sources of information used and the relationship with our research for each topic.

6.1 Black-Box TCP Techniques

As an initial provocation on black-box testing, one could argue: “how is it possible for a tech-

nique being able to propose a good execution order regarding fault detection, even not being

aware of internal details of the SUT?” Maybe there is some relationship between elements

in a high level of abstraction and the occurrence of faults. Henard et al. [33] performed a

study comparing white-box and black-box TCP techniques. They claim that diversity-based

techniques perform best among black-box ones, and, even though white-box techniques have

more information about the SUT available, they do not present a significantly higher perfor-

mance than black-box ones. This result suggests the need for further investigation about the

behavior of black-box MBT techniques.

We have already introduced and detailed several techniques in this context in Sec-

tion 2.3.1 and, even though some of them were originally evaluated using code-based test

suites, the techniques themselves do not make strong assumptions about code coverage, for

instance Elbaum et al. [22] proposed greedy techniques that prioritizes test cases based on

how much code elements, such as statements and if-else branches, they exercise. Note that

we can, analogously, face the coverage of model elements, such as steps or branches, or even

of general steps performed by testers, as done by Hemmati et al. [32]. With that in mind, we

adapted some of them, initially proposed and evaluated with code-based test suites, to work

in our context as common ground of the current state of research.

In the next sections we discuss important aspects that characterize the operation of current

black-box techniques, and we classify them as: structural aspects based, dissimilarity-based,

and soft-computing.

6.1.1 Structural Aspects

Techniques that take into account directly structural aspects consider the model or source

code elements, such as edges, nodes, branches, and procedures, and sort test cases based on
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some function. Regarding MBT, Kundu et al. [48] proposed a technique here labeled Stoop,

which is based on UML Sequence Diagrams and sorts test cases based on how common are

the steps they traverse. Sapna and Mohanty [75] proposed another similar technique (labeled

FixedWeights), which attributes fixed values for each element from the input activity dia-

gram and sorts test cases based on the sum of these values. Kaur et al. [43] also approached

TCP based on test cases generated from activity diagrams. Their technique, which we label

PathComplexity, takes into account the number of incoming and outgoing transitions from

each action from the model, and sorts the generated test cases giving preference to the ones

that traverse actions with more information flow, in other words, actions that have more in-

coming and outgoing transitions. These techniques participated on several studies reported in

this thesis (refer to Chapter 2 for more information), and among them, just PathComplexity

presented a good overall performance.

6.1.2 Dissimilarity-Based

Observing the dissimilarity based techniques, which are the ones that aim at establishing a

resemblance relationship between test cases and vary them in order to increase the likelihood

of revealing faults sooner. Ledru et al. [49] proposed, and evaluated in more detail [50], a

technique called StringDistance. They consider the textual representation of test cases to

vary the test cases in order. Jiang et al. [37, 38] and Zhou [91] propose adaptive random

prioritization (ARP) techniques, which has a random component, and also have the distance

notion to spread the test cases across the coverage space. Thomas et al. [81] also apply the

idea of varying the coverage of black-box test cases. They use a text analysis technique

called topic modeling to compare test cases. In their work, topics are keywords, such as

variables and function names, that may carry meaning, which they assume that test cases that

cover similar topics, are more similar. Later the idea was applied on textual representation

of black-box test cases [32]. This approach takes into consideration test cases for manual

execution, which is a compatible context of application, considering our research. Note

that all these techniques pursue variation as a way of achieving sooner fault detection. We

evaluated StringDistance and ARP in our research and both of them gave us insights about

different aspects of our work.

Given that HARP is based on the adaptive random strategy [37, 38, 91], it also has a
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dissimilarity facet; on the other hand, instead of keeping the exploration “as far as possible”,

it explores the vicinity of the provided hints. Besides, it takes as input expert indications,

which is a more common practice among the techniques based on soft-computing strategies.

6.1.3 Soft-Computing TCP Techniques

Instead of using a simple strategy to prioritize test cases, e.g. sorting the test cases based

on the value calculated by an arbitrary function, other authors investigate the use of soft-

computing methods, such as genetic algorithms and clustering, to solve the TCP problem.

Fevzi Belli, Mubariz Eminov, and Nida Gokce present a long term research in this con-

text [8,9,28]. They propose techniques that prioritize test cases by clustering model elements

(events from Event Sequence Graphs) and giving preference degrees for the test cases based

on the importance of the events they cover: the first one using an unsupervised neural net-

work; the second one, a clusterer using a fuzzy version of the c-means algorithm; and the

last one, the Gustafson-Kessel clustering algorithm. In their empirical investigation, they

propose that the use of soft-computing might present a high computational cost, while none

of them perform significantly better than the others. We studied their technique based on the

fuzzy version of the c-means algorithm in our research, which motivates us to explore the

application of more soft-computing method in future work.

Genetic algorithm (GA) is a strategy proposed in the Artificial Intelligence field, which

mimics mechanisms of the biological evolution in chromosome level. All techniques that

implement this strategy are based on coding a candidate solution, also called chromosome,

in a simple but structured way, so that it can be manipulated, e.g. a test case can be repre-

sented as an array of booleans, where each position refers to a branch of a model, and a true

value means that the test traverses that branch and false otherwise. Based on that represen-

tations, the algorithm performs random operations combining two chromosomes (crossover)

and mutating some aspect of a chromosome; these new chromosomes originate the next gen-

eration. However, they must be filtered by a fitness function, which evaluates the adaptability

of a chromosome.

Sabharwal et al. [73] proposed a GA TCP technique able to prioritize test cases generated

from UML activity diagrams. They map a test case to a chromosome, and it is represented

by a sequence of the bits indicating if the test case contains the decision nodes of the initial
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model. The fitness function is the same function used by the technique PathComplexity [43]

to order test cases. Even though this GA technique is not evaluated empirically in the paper,

the good performance presented by PathComplexity encourages us to investigate it in future

work.

CRISPy is a clustering technique based on Yoo et al. [89] and Fang et al. [24] work;

therefore, it is classified as a soft-computing technique according to our classification. In

comparison to these two works, the former uses Hamming distance to calculate distances,

and incorporates expert knowledge to order clusters, sampling test cases respecting these

order to create the prioritized test suite. On the other hand, the latter use Levenshtein distance

to evaluate the ordered sequences of program entities that test cases exercise, and prioritize

test cases just by interleaving test cases from each cluster, considering all of them having the

same importance. Both techniques were evaluated with code-based test suites and, using a

similar reasoning, we adapted them to be used as inspiration for our work.

There is a subset of TCP techniques that also rely on information provided by specialists.

This category has intersections with the others aforementioned. The most popular way of

incorporating inputs produced by specialists is by performing a set of pairwise comparisons,

and using their results to assist the prioritization task. Yoo et al. [89] use the comparisons

to attribute importance degrees to clusters in their technique; on the other hand, Tonella

et al. [82] apply case base reasoning, which is another artificial intelligence technique, to

prioritize test cases. This set of pairwise comparisons depends on the amount of test cases

available and it tends to be an expensive task.

Another way of incorporating is augmenting system models with risk and probability of

fault occurrence scores, as done by Stallbaum et al. [80]. Even though the values could be

incorporated without any previous knowledge of historical artifacts, mainly regarding risk,

it is hard to provide a punctual and still valid information about risk without this knowledge,

which we assume absent. HARP is inspired on the idea explored by Stallbaum et al., since

we also use a use case model to get information from experts. However, hints are indication

about problems or impediments that occurred in early stages of the SUT development, in-

stead of risk scores. Besides, we provided evidence regarding the low cost and impact of the

hints collection process.
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6.2 Chapter Final Remarks

In this chapter we discussed details not yet addressed about the research related to ours.

As a complement of the description of the techniques investigated in this thesis (refer to

Section 2.3.1), here we address which strategies have been used to solve the TCP problem

and which are the sources of information available.

The prioritization techniques consider different strategies to solving the TCP problem and

we classified them into: structural aspects, dissimilarity-based, and soft-computing. Some

techniques should be in more than one category, but we discussed them where it seems to

be the most relevant. The majority of the techniques commented in this chapter were imple-

mented and evaluated during our studies, and among them, some underwent adaptations to

fit out context, which is also our contribution.
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Conclusions and Final Remarks

Test Case Prioritization (TCP) is an activity dedicated to optimize test case execution by

rescheduling test cases aiming at achieving some testing goal. The research on black-box

system level, including Model-Based Testing, TCP is still ongoing and still faces several

issues, for example, proposing an effective prioritized test suite in the presence of new test

cases, in other words, when there is no historical information about previous execution of

available test cases [54]. Here we contribute by analyzing weaknesses and strengths of cur-

rent techniques and investigating different ways of approaching the TCP problem.

In this research, we propose two TCP techniques, named HARP and CRISPy, for system

level test suites, in a context that historical information regarding failures/faults may not be

available. In order to guide prioritization, HARP uses information derived from the expertise

of development teams, named “hints”. We represent these hints as prioritization purposes

that work as filters, accepting test cases related to the represented information. HARP is

based on the Adaptive Random Prioritization, which focus on exploring the input test cases

using a distance notion. On the other hand, CRISPy still uses static information about the

test suites, but uses clustering as guiding strategy in order to find faults sooner.

7.1 Research Questions and Contributions

In this section we discuss our conclusions, how they address our initial research questions,

and what are the related artifacts available, e.g. papers, websites with supplementary mate-

rial, and so on.

124
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Regarding our first two research questions, we performed an array of studies evaluating

different characteristics around the execution of TCP techniques in the investigated context.

Whereas we noticed that some of them are more successful on specific scenarios and not in

others, in general we argue that the most important lesson on this investigation is to try to

estimate the characteristics of the test cases that fail and then use a technique adapted to that

circumstances. Therefore, we take up our research questions and comment our findings and

contributions regarding them.

(RQ1) Does the model layout, represented by the number of branches, joins, and loops,

affect the fault detection capabilities of the prioritization techniques in the investigated con-

text?

In [64] we began this investigation using synthetic artifacts, such as system models and

fault models. In [65], we broadened the studies by adding a larger set of TCP techniques. By

analyzing the variation of aspects that define the model layout, we did not observe any vari-

ation regarding techniques’ effectiveness, which means that these variables, and the model

layout itself by consequence, do not affect the fault detection capability of the investigated

techniques. We publish the artifacts related to this particular discussion in [60].

(RQ2) Do characteristics of test cases that fail affect the fault detection capabilities of

prioritization techniques in the investigated context?

On the other hand, considering the investigation regarding characteristics of test cases

that fail, we improved an experiment with this idea across the two aforementioned papers,

and as described in Chapter 3, which details a replicated study using industrial test suites.

After these studies, we argue that TCP techniques are sensitive to test cases that fail with

different characteristics, particularly their lengths. Therefore, in order to improve the perfor-

mance of TCP techniques, even without access to historical artifacts, it is necessary adding

other sources of information or investigate different types of strategies to achieve a better

fault detection. We submitted this replication [63] and currently it is under minor review.

Artifacts related to this particular investigation are in [61].

(RQ3) How can we systematize and collect expertise from the developers or/and man-

agers, and use it to leverage Test Case Prioritization in the defined context, aiming to reveal

faults sooner in the testing process?

Motivated by the first investigation, we proposed encoding the expertise of developers
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and managers about steps of use cases more prone to contain faults as prioritization purposes,

which are the hints, and using them as a layer of guidance for a TCP technique. Therefore,

we designed HARP, which uses the hints to indicate which test cases should have preference.

Since our findings suggest that HARP’s ability of revealing faults depends on the quality of

the hints, we also suggested a guideline for using the hints on HARP just when there is a

consensus among the team members that worked on the SUT. Besides, HARP performed

better than its baseline on our validation, when using actual hints for two industrial systems.

We also provided another companion website [59] containing details, enabling the repetition

of our analysis.

(RQ4) How can we prioritize test suites, even when the expertise available is not enough

to guide TCP, i.e. what to do when this expertise would hinder instead of being useful?

As a complementary investigation, i.e. when HARP is not indicated, we also considered

another strategy with a different underlying theory to propose a complementary technique.

We applied clustering to design CRISPy, which is able to cluster similar test cases and inter-

leave clusters in order to produce a more diverse prioritized test suite, aiming to detect faults

earlier on the system testing process. Our studies suggest that the distance notion applied

to cluster test cases is important, whereas the distance functions must be aligned with the

representation of the test suites, i.e. since in our context the test suites comprise essentially

text, Levenshtein distance is a good way of representing distances. Besides, even a basic

configuration of CRISPy was already able to indicate promising results and with more tun-

ing, it may be even more successful. We also produced a companion website [58] with data

and script for data analysis.

7.2 Discussion on Practical Aspects

From the practical point of view, here we discuss orientations for the practitioners or test

managers who work on a similar context and desire to apply our results on their testing

processes. We present them in topics in order to simplify their understanding. They are:

• Pay close attention on the research context: be aware that our findings are specific

for black-box system testing level, HARP explicitly assumes that test suites should

be generated from behavioral models (e.g. transition based models, specially labeled
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transition systems) and CRISPy deals with textual test suites comprising steps, condi-

tions and expected results, both for manual execution. We did not evaluate them on

other contexts, therefore they could perform differently;

• Applying HARP requires consensus about hints: since the quality of the hints af-

fects directly its performance, just use them if the personnel, or at least a simple ma-

jority, that worked with the system under test point to a common set of portions that

may contain a set of faults; otherwise, HARP would be misguided;

• HARP and CRISPy complement each other: if the involved personnel did not agree

regarding the provided hints, use CRISPy instead;

• CRISPy still need tuning: depending on characteristics of test suites to be prioritized

by this technique, other distance functions or strategy to decide on how close test cases

are to be in the same cluster could be more appropriate. Since our test cases are mainly

plain semi-structured text, a function that compared text is appropriate, as discussed in

Chapter 5.

7.3 Future Work

This research has clearly three distinct lines: i) investigation about related factors that affect

the performance of TCP techniques; ii) investigation on the relationship between personal

reports from developers and managers about previous problems and the occurrence of faults;

and iii) investigation on the use of different strategies for solving the TCP problem. During

the whole doctorate course, we produced evidence supporting our claims, but other hypothe-

ses arose from them and still require investigation.

Regarding i and ii, we did not evaluate factors involving personal traits or even the rela-

tion between the occurrence of technical debts [51] and faults. This is a long term investiga-

tion that requires cooperation with companies aiming at collecting data about technical debts

and fault records, and relating the kinds of debts and the occurrence of faults. Longitudinal

studies suit well for this investigation. These result may point to good estimators for faults,

which would be valuable for TCP.
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With respect to iii, we began to investigate the use of clustering as a different strategy for

solving the TCP problem on our research context. We plan to apply other soft computing

methods, such as neural networks and genetic algorithms, as well as search-based strategies,

e.g. tabu search, to solve this problem. As examples of these applications we can refer to

Sabharwal et al. [73] and Nejad et al. [57]. Besides, the natural language processing, e.g.

topic analysis, also seems a good topic to be explored, as shown by the good results reported

by Hemmati et al. [32].
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